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NEED ENGRAVING?
, February 4, 1949

Rubber stamps? Wedding
invita•
tions? Ledger sheets?
Poster
paper?
Personal
stationery.?
We're as near as your phone.
Cal.
470, "The printing number.
"

Volume Eighteen
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Fulton, Kentucky; Friday, February 25,
1949
r Awarded Eagles Badges Last
Night In Paducah

iteeNt-Pu:41.4 E. E. Williamson Named Head ot
Chamber of Commerce Monday
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business forms, envelopes, placards, circulars or programs. We
have 4 presses and over 20A stYlel
Of type.
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Number Eight

Riceville Constable Post Might
Be Filled; Vacant Three Years'?

E. E. Williamson, manager of ton
County's moat avid boosters.
the Browder Milling Company ,
Directors were selected from a
Interesting developments in tile attempt to secure police proand an enthusiastic civic worker group
of 21 businessmen submitttection for Riceville and Highlands, unincorporated suburbs of
was elected president of the ed
by the previous board.
:
11.••••••••••••+
Fulton haye unfolded 'during the past week. Chief among them is
.11.4,1.1.94.+••• Chamber of Commerce at a dinMr. Pitchford, outgoing presithe fact that for three years the office of constable of the First
ner
meeting
on
Monday
night. dent of the organization and vice
BOY SCOUTS: Have a giant
Magisterial District has remained vacant because Homer J. Roberts,
"scout circus" scheduled here Mr. Williamson, a past director president and cashier of the FulJudge of the County Court has
for June that will present a big of the organization was named ton Bank has made an outstandnot been.able to find a successor to
street parade and a three-hour president by a newly elected ing record as Chamber of.Comapplicants were wanted. In his
Walter Ferguson who passed aspectacle in the evening which board of directors composed of merce president. During his term
conversation with a News reportway more than three ye
.
ars ago.
will enter around 1000 scout's Ward Johnson, Dr. R. V. Putnam, of office Christmas lighting was
This situation was pointed out er Judge Roberts further revealand draw several times that in Paul Westpheling, Ernest Fall, installed in the city for,the first
Jr., and Rube McKnight. Russell time in many years.
by county law enforcement of- ed that any qualified applicant
spectators.
Through Mr.
Pitchford, immediate past presi- Pitchford the
ficers v.•ho said that the office of referred to him and prepared
(Left to Right): Joe Pigue, Troop
organization has
These are some of the major. dent
to
-44,
Fulton;
Bobby Joe
automatically became
constable had not been filled
a participated actively in many
Goodwin, Troop 40, South Fulton; Bill
projects on foot; there are many
make bond would be appointed
Bone and James Shupe,
member of the board. - Ward promotional activities
since
the
death
both from Troop 99 at Fulgham
of Mr. Ferguson,
others which are a creditable re- Johnson
for the
who received scouting's
on the spot, Although a qualified
was re-elected treasurer city. 4or his untiring
who died September 9, 1945.
flection on the energy and the and
highest honor at the annual
service and
appreciation dinner to Scout
Marian Maxfield named sec- enviable record the
applicant called on Judge RobChamber of
aggressive programs of Fulton
workers
held
at
the
Irvan
In
telephoni
a
retary.
Cobb Hotel in Paducah last night.
c conversation
Commerce spread upon the mincommunity life. The NEWS takes
with Judge Roberts he told the erts yesterday morning he was
Mrs Williamson came to Ful- utes a vote of thanks and apits hat off to all of them and
News that the office had not told that there would be a lapse
ton
in
August
preciatio
1946
n
for
his
from
efforts.
hopes that it can help pitch in
Lexingbeen tilled because there had of several days before he could
ton
where
he
was
connecte
d
and make 1949 a banner year.
with
been no applications for the post. make bond.
Lexington Roller Mills. A goClements Calls
tarian,.
A
check of the News' files fails
he
is
presently
serving
Attempts to secure a peace ofA. G. Baldricige. veho was
to reveal any indication that ficer for the immediat
blown-out in 1947 and burned- as treasurer of that group. He Special Session
e unincorout in 1948, has come back with is an active member of the Mor- For March
porated areas around the city
First
or
a beauty of a new store, open- man B. Daniels Bible Class of
were made after a delegation
Paul White On Navy
When its washing day at the
cleaning
Gov. Earle Clements Monday Parisian
ing next Wednesday at the same the Methodist Church and last
called on the News editors to asLaundry, which is esr Lawson, department and Hubert
Ship
old stand. The News, along with year was president of the group. night called the Kentucky Legis- ery days
in
Mediterranean sist them in their efforts. Up unit is not only the time departme foreman of the laundry
He is a member of the American lature into
nt. Drivers for the comevery other firm
a special session start- when tattle
in Fulton,
til four months ago a city police
-tale gray is Public pany.
Paul
L.
White, seaman apare:
salutes the &Aldridge determina- Legion and served with the radar ing March 1.
J.
B.
Lee, east Fulton;
Enemy One, but also when modofficer was deputized by Sheriff
division of the Air Corps, being
W Z. Cash, West Fulton; Ray prentice, USN, son of Mr. and
The subjects to be acted upon ern
tion and faith in Fulton.
laundry methods and maWynn to patrol the area. Howdischarged from the service in were listed by
Spicer, Clinton vicinity; Wayne Mrs. R. C. White of Route 1,
the chief execu- chinery has a
field day. For all Holman,
Fulton, recently visited Athens ever the policeman was dischargtive as:
Sympathies of local citizens this December 1944.
Mayfield
vicinity; Dyer
Campbell's emporium of sudsy
Mr. Williamson is one of FulGreece, and Istanbul, Turkey: ed by the Sheriff with the state1. Revision of laws governing
Counts, Hickman, Water
week are extinded to Mrs. Opal
Valley;
efficiency the latest in boilers,
J. D. Looper, Wingo; Charlie while serving aboard the aircraft ment that he would place a fullproperty assessment and the
Browder, whose home at the corextractors, ironers and dry cleancarrier USS Tarawa with the ,time man in the position at once.
Campbell, Tiptonville.
school equalization fund.
ner of West Street and State Line
ing machinery is in operation.
That was four months ago and
The laundry was purchased by Eastern Atlantic and Mediter2. Appropriation of more monwas gutted by fire last Tuesday.
Latest addition to the Parisian the
ey to the mental hospitals and
Campbells from Raymond ranean Forces, under the cam- the death of Mr. Ferguson occurLosses included a number of
Laundry and completed in a
placing their attendants on an
Peeples in 1941 and since then mand of Admiral Richard L. red three years and five months
valuable antiques and "Pedro,"
ago.
eight-hour day, instead of a 12- whirl-wind of time is the 110- the operations have been ex- Conolly.
a pet Mexican dog. Mr. and Mrs.
horse power boiler that has been panded
hour days
more than 50 percent.
Guy Phipps, whose apartment
in.stalled
at
Miss Ethel L. Larsen, national
the
rear
of
the
plant.
With a beginning of 15 employees
3. Extension of the pay-off pewas also located in the house,
If you see smoke-rings compet- and
chairman of Conservation and riod for rural
two trucks, the company
suffered a total 1,
electric co-opera- ing with
of
effects Natural Resources
clouds
near
the
of
the
creek
General
now
tive
has more than 50 employees
loans to 35 years. Present
in the disaster.
on Fourth street you will know and
Federation of Women's Cluos state limit
a fleet of trucks.
is 25 years.
they are the contented belchings
will be an honored guest of the
4. Broadening the title to the
We iseve been pleased to note Fulton.
of that new boiler, which is one
Woman's Club on Mon- 1948 State Building
that the energy of life is flow- day,
Commission of the latest
, developments in
March 7, Mrs. W. L. Durbin, Act to protect
ing strongly in the blood of Fulthat agency a- laundry
First' District Governor of Wom- gainst
steam generators.
For the next two weeks, com- choice of careers after they leave
invalidat
ion by the courts.
ton this year, as evidenced by
All added recently, which
en's Clubs announced today. The
NEW
mencing Monday, the Fulton Ro- school; and to show them that
the activities of its clubs and ormakes the owners happy to
meeting will be held at the stub
tary Club will furnish speakers there are excellent opportunities
ganizations . . . and we would
know that not one piece of outPERSONALS
building at 7:45 p.m. and a corARRIVALS
each day at the Vocational Guid- right here at home to pursue suclike to take this opportunity to dial
dated machinery remains in the
invitation is extended to all
ance class at the Fulton High cessful careers.
Mrs. Rapert Stilley has returnname some of the splendid con- groups
shop are: A six-operation shirt
in the area interested in ed from
school, the Club voted Tuesday
a visit to her sister, Mrs. i,roner
DEPARTMENT
tributions that are being made:
all with compressed air:
conservation to attend the meet- Roy Hamlett
at its meeting.
and her mother, nine new
LIONS CLUB: Just finished a ing.
piece-work ironers, alUnder consideration for some
Mrs. J. H. Johnson who is spendwell-attended
community-min-I
so
with
compress
ed
air;
a washMiss Larsen has been a most ing the winter with Mrs. Hamlett
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hall an time as a part of the "Vocationstrel; is making plans for its aner
and
extractor
,
the
newest
intereste
mad and active national in El Paso, Tex.
nounce the birth of an eigh al Service" and "Youth Service"
nual Ladies' Nignt banquet Mar.
chinery innovation of the Americhairman of conservation natural
pound, 15 ounce daughter, Ruth sirograms of the local Club, the
22 at the Strata Club.
Mrs. James Pace underwent a can Laundry Co.; and
dry
cleantwo-week period was crystallized
resources
, and has been responsi- major operation
ROTARY CLUB: Has led the
Monday in Lex- ing equipment that makes for Ann, born February 13 at the by Clyde
Williams, Jr., viceRoanoake Rapids Jim its! at
whole Purchase Area in attend- ble for beginning and accorap- ington. Her mother, Mrs. Lera shining, odorless
dry cleaning.
president/and head of the Auns
Roanoake Rapids, N. C.
ance during the current Clula a'ahies many important thralls Weatoerspoon, is attending her
Mr. and Mrs. Presley Campand
for
Objects
conservat
committee.
ion.
year, and is currently sixth out
bedside.
Mr. Hall is a former resident of
A missionary convention will
bell, and their son Johnny, operThe programs, each of oneBeginning in her own town of
of 48 in its half of the State; is
Mrs. Enoch Milner has return- ate the laundry, which has routes Fulton.
hour length, will be held before be conducted at First Church of
planning a big banquet in ob- Manistee, she became actively ed to her home-in La Pere, Mich., extendin
the
Nazarene, February 24
g in every direction of
Mr. and Mrs. James Warren the entire Student Body at
1:40
servance of its Silver annivers- aroused to the needs of Roadside after a months visit in Fulton. the city. Miss
Kathleen Rust. is Sublette, Fulton, announce the p.m. each afternoon. Mrs. M.W. through the 27th, with services
ary on March 8; is currently and has sponsored this phase of She was accompanied by her office assistant
at
7:30
p.m Dr. C. Warren Jones
while Charles birth of an nine pound, seven Haws is the school instructor in
sponsoring a vocational guidance conservation over her own Mich- sister, Miss Ruth Graham who Walker
of Kansas City, Missouri has
is in charge of the dry ounce son, Jerry Mac, born Feb- charge of the sessions.
igan
and
to many other states will be her guest for a week.
lecture series at the Fulton High
ruary 22 at the Fulton Hospital.
The following subjects and been secured for the speaker and
who have sought her guidance.
school.
Walter Lester and Charles Leswill be accompanied by Rev. D.K.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Jones of speakers have been listed by
Miss
Mr.
Larsen
is a recognized ter of Arlington, Ky., were MonY.M.B.C.: Now engaged in inFulton announce the birth of a Williams for the schedule:
layman
authority
tensive preparations for a giant
on Conserva- day guests of the former's dauseven pound, six ounce girl,
(Week of Feb. 28-March 4:)
County Fair in the late Summer, tion of Natural Resources and in ghter, Mrs. Lewis Bizzle and
Nancy Jo, born February 23 at
Monday: "Doctors and Nurses"
complete with horse racing, stock her leadership as a federated family.
4:50
p.m.
at
the
Haws
Hospital. by Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Williams;
exhibits, a carnival and other at- club woman, we should be justMrs. G. Mont Jones is ill at her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jitnmy
O'Neal of Tuesday: "Public Information"
ly proud.
tractions.
home on Second street.
Tiptonville are parents of tis.ins, by Paul Westpheling and GorV.F.W.: Hard at work on ana girl and a boy. Mrs. O'Neal was don Baird; Wednesday: "Public
other big -Army Day'. parade for
the former Katherine Maxey of Services" by Rube
NIcKnight;
April 6, complete with bands,
Rev. Charles L. Houser, for ten Fulton.
Thursday: "Manufacturing" by
floats, foot troops and other at,,,ears pastor of the local Church
Mr. and Mrs. John Mac Simp- E. E. Williamson; Friday: "Farmtractions that will attempt to
of Christ, during whish time the son, Route Three, Martin an- ing" by Leon
Browder.
surpass last year's giant specmembership of the congregation nounce the birth of a girl, Donna (Week
of March 7 through 11)
tacle. (The Veterans are enhas grov,-n from 150 to 450, has Gayle, born February 21 at the
Mondays
"Transpo
rtation" by
gaging two airplanes to distriresigned to accept a pastorate at Fulton Hospital.
Charles Townes and Happy Hobute publicity on the event to
For 550-the price of a ticket- I Johnson cakes; party (Demo- Vicksburg, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. William Nanney, gan; Tuesday: "Finance" by
all cities and communities in this here's what you will get at the cratic) rolls, coffee.
During his. tenure as pastor Dresden, Tenn., are the parents Clyde Williams
, Sr., and Ernest
Democrats' Jackson - Jefferson
area.)
Humphreys is Robert Hum- many improvements have been of a girl, Deborah
Ann, born Feb- Fall; Wednesday: "Contracting
AMERICAN LEGION: Will a- Day Dinner at the Seelbach Ho- phreys, chairman of the Demo- made on the church buildings ruary 20 at
the Fulton Hospital. and Building" by Clyde Hill, Jr.
gain stage its highly-sticcessful tel next Saturday:
cratic State •Central Executive and an incalculable amount of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride and
Theodore Kramer, Jr.;
horse show in the late summer.
Shrimp a la Humphrey's; cel- Ciasnmittee, Clements is Govern- work has been done in the mis- are the parents
of a girl, Brenda Thursday: "Retailing" (a roundI.C. SERVICE CLUB: Although ery and olives; Clements soup 07-Earle C. Clements and his sion field. Mr. Houser will re- Kay, born
February 19 at the table
discussion)
by Leslie
a newcomer to local organiza- cheese crouton; Barkley mignon, avorite soup is onion. Barkley main in the city until a succes- Fulton Hospital.
Weaks, Fred Sawyer, John Earle
tions, this Club is gathering mushroom and Commonwealth 14
--Vice-President Alben W. Bark- sor can be named.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Vin- and Arch Huddleston, Jr.; Fristeam right along and is soon ex- sauce; Chief Kain-tuck potatoes; ley of cceRse; Wetherby
LieuHe came to Fulton from ttie cent, Route Two, Dukedom, an- day; "Ministr
y" by Rev. W. E.
Dr. Warren Jones
pected to take place among the fresh broccoli. lemon butter; tenant Governor Lawrence W. Clements Street Church in Pa- nonuce the
birth of a six pound Mischke.
others in sponsoring community fruit and endive salad, Wether- Wetherby. Johnson is Mrs. Susan ducah. The News wishes Mr. 14 ounce
son, Robert Allen, born
The Rotarians' purpose in Wachtel, former pastor of the loby-sauce dressing; fresh Ken- Johnson, national committeeworn Houser much success in his eri- February
events.
21 at the Haws Hospi- presenting these programs is to cal church, but now SuperintendCHAMBER OF COMMERCE: tucky strawberry sundae; Lady an.
deavor.
tal.
assist students in making their ant of the Tennessee astrict.
With a new set of officers and
The Union City
will alplans for an aggressive memberso participate in th?.
nvention.
ship campaign, the C. of C. has
The pastors, Rev.
Mrs. H.A.
had for the past year an office
Wilcox will assist is directing
open six days and a secretary on
the song services.
hand, and has begun to resume
Preceeding the r-rgular servTime and tide wait for no man,
In this ageless cottage where that route. For nearly thirty they said.
its position as co-ordinator, prothat they bought from Sears.
ice a prayer meeting will be held
moter and voice of local mer- 'tis written, yet there are times iouquils bloom where objects of years he has known the Lacewell
"Oh sure, we go to town."
They've kept abreast of sev- in the basement ac.iitoriurn
when man neither waits for time Civil War vintage are just as sisters and for all of that Erne he They assured the reporter.
chants and firms.
"Let's eral wars through the papers 7:00 p.m. in the intesest of
Wosld
nor tide. In this instance the practical to them as tomorrow's has kept a watchful eye over see, it was
a year ago, last Oc- that reach them and fear that the Missions.
figurative "man" is woman . . popular science, the days and "the girls." Moreover, the Lace- tober. We went
to Mr. Baldridge's country is headed for another An invitation is extended
to
any
two of 'em in fact . . . who are weeks and months and years well sisters have kept an eye on store first, and then to
the City world conflict. In their little cas- from the other churches
who
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wiseman not waiting for time, tide, or move in a pattern that differs him, too, as a gentlemen of the National Bank. They handle tle,
where
are
visitors
intereste
d
are
in
royal
a
study
of
Misand J. F. Wiseman of Memphis world events to guide them in not one moment from the days highest quality.
things for us." They also like to guests the Lacewell sisters
are sions.
spent Sunday at Kentucky Dam. their lives, but rather live in a when their parents were alive
tvyisis
t hR
ou
p.
ssell Johnson at the Dot- true characters of the old school.
Situated
almost
half
Dr. Jones just closed twelve
mile
from
unequall
and
that's
the topic of the evening was
ed in
Miss Kathrine Homra, Joe Co- faith in God
As the car drove away from that years of service in
the road the home affords an
the Church
naroy and Mrs. Leslie Blackey the annals of the holiest temples the siege by the Yankees.
mansion
of age, with the News of the Nazarene as
Built in 1869, the cottage is the easy view of the main road; it
Their cottage is their world.
Executive
of Louisville, were weekend of the Lord. The women are the
reporter,
one of our dearest Secretary of the Departm
ent of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra Lacewell sisters, Mattie L. and successor to a log cabin that was probably this, reason the It is gay the whole year round. friends
and our bounsing little Foreign Missions. In this
identity
of
the'
house
could
made
John
Their
Mary,
and
cottage,
whose
little
Mary
proudest
cozy
Lacewell
capaciand family.
possessions are boy,
built in
none of us could keep from ty, Dr. Jones had oversight
for
the
as
approach
car
ed,
the
the
that
trimming
little
with
spot
green
soon
s,
after
artificial
and
and
a
they were
flowers that
Miss Charlotte Wiseman and
Bobby Snow spent Sunday in Pa- lawn that slopes down into a lit- married. Mary, the youngest, age stooped figure of Mary could be keep spring in their hearts and looking back at the figures who supervision of Foreign Missionducah. They were accompanied tle brook are watching the world 70, was born in that house. Mat- seen scanning the horizon for their home all the year round. smiled and waved at us as ary activity in his denomination.
home by Mrs. Elizabeth Snow go by with ever dimming eyes, tie, 77, was born on the old home- the on-coming visitors.
Style changes are no bother in though another chapter of a full
Mrs. Robert Thompson is a pawho has been the guest of Mrs. and faded hearing that shuts out place not more than one-half
their lives; their dresses are long life was closing for them.
tient in the Fulton Hospital.
Speaking is a little difficult
the rumblings of this hectic mile from where the present
Horace Owens.
and
during
most
Mrs. Clyde Hill and little son,
of the day they
dwelling is located.
for the sisters. What with the
As the door closed on them it
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hutcherson world.
Freddie, returned
impediment in their hearing, wear little ruffled caps reminis- was not hard to
and CWO and Mrs. Claud Muzzy
visualize the from St. Petersbu home Sunday
Mattie L. and Mary are spinOn a Saturday afternoon, when there is also
rg, Fla., where
an impediment in cent of the days of Martha Wash- two sisters
left Manday for a two weelcs trip sters. They live alone in
returning to their they spent two months with
a se- the first sweet breaths of Spring their speech,
relbut they miss not ington. Priceless antiques are
to points of interest in Florida. cluded patch of woods with
in comfortable rockers and chatting atives.
a were in the air, A News report- a trick if words
are clearly en- their possessio
Mrs. Sallie Dawes Cavender wide field of pasture that separns, too. The living of what a wonderfu
er drove out along the gravel unciated. In their rockers,
The
many
friends of Ed Will world this
smilhas' returned to her home in ates them from the gravel road road of
Route 2 in search of this ing benignly on their visitors
room is kept closed from most of is, and how
liams, prominent farmer of Route
the
Memphis after a visit with rela- of Route 2 and the world beyond. interesti
God has made a
ng pair, referred to us sisters told of their life
Fulton,
4,
will
be pleased to
in the the five-room house, with lace place for them in this world and
'tives in Fulton.
And what's more they like it,
by Robert Lamb the postman on cottage. Days are
learn that he is improving daily
not long at all, curtains and a good wool rug the next.
at the Fulton Hospital.

NO TRICKS IN PARISIAN LAUNDRY'S PLANT
ITS ALL DONE WITH SUDS AND EFFICIENCY ,

WOMAN'S CLUB TO
HEAR MISS IARSEN

SCHOOL SMDENTS TO HEAR FIRST HAND
ACCOUNTS OF BUSINESS FROM ROTARIANS

NOTED MISSIONARY
TO coNDua MEET
FOR NAZARENB

CLEMENTS SOUP BARKLEY STEAK
TO HIGHLIGHT DEMOCRATS' FARE

BROTHER HOUSER
TAKES PASTORATE
AT VICKSBURG

I

Time and the Lacewell Sisters . . . A Saga of

Personals

Living

Friday,

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. WEstpheling
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

STRICTLY BUSINESS

John Bull, M. D.

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

When I started farming in
thirteen
County
Henderson
years ago I took five memberShip-s in the Farm Bureau. Now,
I take twenty memberships. And
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
I'm not doing it to gain political
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
prestige. Nor am I trying to appear generous. I am mereI
meeting what I consider an hon
est obligation to my community
igi....111111111111.1.111.111.111gr
to the state of Kentucky and 1,,
74
St- '
-..(011111111111100%.
as a whole,
country
my
Good Food
.-411.01
--.
-÷: ...----.,./(--- ,,,'L:_ilb(
—:#,
The- position of the Farm BuIN
t
an.'"'''''''''.
si
is
today
Federation
reau
Good Service
-11 Alldti....._
(4,01r"n--- -- :...
forth in the following para__
sa...,..d
graphs given this column by J.E
Good Prices
Stanford, Executive Secretary
It9tRit
for the organization in Kentucky.
Try Our Daily Dinner
"The Farm Bureau was born
and Luncheon Specials.
out of the depression," says Mr.
East State Line at Stoplight
Stanford. "It was created to
stem the forces of depression. It
Rt•SHTON, Prop.
sueceeded. Among the many oth
thy
er things it helped' to write
PARITY formula into law. Ag''Were yoil fully awake when you hitched on the trailer
riculture's share of the national
last night?"
income began to rise. By 1947
agriculture's. gross national into 30 billion dollars,
see the movie version of Garland kept im 'hanging by the head' come rose
the parity formula is
Roak's best seller, "Wake of the was the oversize football helmet of which
TRAP — means a device for
credit. •
Red Witch," the book that sold a he was wearing. A few days lat- due its share of
entrapping game.
"Agriculture's current econommillion copies. It is a great sea er Barry came home and said,
adventure with its -setting in- the "Mother, I think Mrs. James ic and financial position is aSouth Seas and said to be the Warren is going to call vow in a gain endangered. The 30 billion
lustiest sea yarn since "Mutiny few minutes." "Why?" said his dollars represent a gross and not
on the Bounty." It stars John mother, "Well, I think ine and a net return to the 19 percent of
Hal (Warren) just set their the people who live on farms.
Wayne and Gail Russell.
house on fire. We built a fire It is also well to not that farm
One thing we're looking for- in the basement." (Confidential- people, the 19* percent of the
TRAP—also means a valveward to is to own an electric ly, the lovely, brick Warren country's total population, relike contrivance in a pipe
thing
The
standing.)
still
ceive only 10 percent of the nablanket that will heat enough on home is
stopping return flow.
tor
ahappy
are
I
and
Alice
'that
tional income.
the top side to prepare breakbout is that little Barry can
fast in bed.
a
"Today,
camwidespread
hop, skip or jump just like any
paign( is to hanfiner farm ( prices
When you're "trap-happy"
In the February 20, 1925 copy other• boy even though he was a down again, through critical
of The Fulton Advertiser edited polio victim and has only had comments on food prices, farm
call P. T. JONES your
by Mr. R. S. Williams we found a brace off of one of his little incomes and price support proONE TRIP plumber!
the following editorial: "We Tio legs for about six months. •
grams which have recently ocOur Hats to the Boy Scouts:"
cupied a large portion of the
The writer often wonders if the Dentis McDaniel Elected tune of many editorial writers.
... and we also handle New Fixtures
people of Fulton realize what the
commentators and columnists.
Boy Scouts stand for in a com- Head of Sportsman Club
"The year 1947 was, on the
munity, and if when they pass
At a meeting of the Hickman ' average, the best year from the
one on, the ttneets, Yet their
Club Dentis 'standing of net income that
Sportsman
County
hearts go out to them in the
was chosen president. farmers have ever enjoyed. And
feeling that "there goes One of McDaniel
Other officers named are J. C. yet in this best year there is a
our.coming citizens who is being
Howelld vare-preslident; W. D. wide gap between farm and nontrained to do the work of the
Franklin, secretary and Raymond ( farm incomes. In 1949 net farm
community in an earnest and
Cunningham, treasurer.
incomes will be lower than in
competent manner."
Earl Wallace, Commissioner of 1947 and 1948, still further widthe State Department of Game ening the gap. In other words,
If .you are ever lucky enough
and Fish, will be in Clinto.n on farm prices and farm incomes
to be in North Africa and- visit
March 8, the next meeting of are not out of line with the genCasablanca, there is no reason
the club, and will speak to the eral level of prices and the genwhy you should get lost because
local sportsmen, Mr. Fnanklin eral level of income. Hamertng
at every street corner you may
announced.
farm prices down is the first step
find, framed under a glass, a map
PLUMBING — HEATING -- COAL
toward ruinous deflation—ruinof the city. You need only swing
Harry Bushart, Mrs. Ward ious for farmers, industrialists.
Mrs.
PHONE 702
EAST STATE LINE
the rotary metal pointer to find
Bushart, Miss Mary Swann Bus- business men, wage earners. The
out exactly how to get back to
hart, Mrs. Glenn Bushart, Mrs. Farm Bureau recognizes that the
your hotel.
Hendon Wright, Mrs. W. L. hue and cry that farm prices are
Brov.ming and Mrs. Ernest Fall,
Tip to a Hollywood Scout: Jr., attended the Cossack Chorus responsible for high living cic-•
Most any day, around Garland Concert in Mayfield Monday is pure propaganda; and
proof of it is the wide spread
Merryman's grocery, you can sea night.
tween what the farmer recetv.
a kttle freckle-faced boy with
and what the consumer pays."
the smile of a cherub, who could
Mr. and Mrs. William McDade
put Butch Jenkins (of Hollywood and daughter, Millie, spent Sunfame) in the shade. He is none day with her parents, Mr. and
other than four year old Barry Mrs. E. L. Leonard in Mayfield.
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul They were accompanied by their
constant other daughter, Betty, who had
Walker. Two of his
companions are little Kaye Mor- been visiting her grandparents.
REAL ESTATE and
ris and Mike Calliham. A few
PUBLIC
AUCTIONEER
days ago Kaye walkea 'calmly U.S.Pelloress-Pereal
into the Walker's living room
Office Over City National Bank
CHICKS
one
in
with an all-day sucker
Stock raised on rieh
Phone 61
hand, sat down on the couch, and range. Blood treated.
A BY
straight
in a quiet, undisturbed manner Beard.
CHICKS
run or Maned
FARM AND crry PROPERTY
said, "Mrs. Walker, I think Bar- chicks. Priced
of OLD •toirtics• „.../
LIST OR BUY WITH CS!
ry's in a little trouble. He's right.
HATCHERY. AB Leadmg Breeds
hanging by his head over in the KENTUCKY
D.D. Slade. Pres. 327 W.gth St. Lesington.Kr.
Sevier boy's hide-out." Mrs.
Walker rushed over to the Seviers' just after Mr. Pierce had
FR
taken him( down. Barry was in
!ENDO/ si
much better condition than his
mother, The thing which had

PHONE 88

1 =- 4

(and their husbands') incomes.
queue up to receive
If the two are sick, they both
state. lf they need
treatment; their Physician is paid by the
stateowned phara
to
it
take
.a prescriPtiod filled, they
a state factory.
by
supplied
is
equipment
Medical
macy.
as reHospitalization, convalescence and home nursing,
government.
the
of
charge
quired, are also at the
their docHow do Judy and the Colonel's lady—and
how is it
and
medieine?
tor—like this system of socialized
working out?
patients-The first question is easy to answer: The
practically all of them—like the system very much; most of
their doctors are at least resigned to it. The second quescurrently
tion is tougher. NHS (National Health Service)
is hobbled by an inexperienced bureaucracy, unforseen
high costs and critical shortages. Most observers agree it
will take more time before its inherent advantages and de-

E- -

RUSHTON'S CAFE

fects became clear.
the system
The doctors were particularly bitter, about
or no fixed
patient,
a
$3
plus
year
a
($1,210
of payment
becoming, eventualsalary and $3.60 a patient), the risk of
the ban on sale of
and
servants,
ly, full-time salaried civil
Health Aneurin
of
Minister
them,
mollify
To
practices.
to put
Bevan agreed to a provision which forbids him
practof
sale
on
ban
the
But
payroll.
them all on the state
forbidden
are
now
doctors
addition,
in
and,
stands,
ices still
sufficient
to build a practice in regions where it is thought
medical care already is furnished.
seemed likely to break
During its first months, NHS
Health Minister
popularity.
its
of
weight
the
down under
underseriously
had
he
Bevan was forced to admit that
first
the
billion
$1
total
may
which
estimated its cost,
later on. Recently,
less
much
cost
presumably
will
year but
their sudden esthusihe appealed to the population to curb
teeth fillings,
spectacles,
drugs,
asm for examinations,
Examples:
-not.
what
and
wigs
dental 'service
The government had estirnated that ,its
months. It has
nine
first
would cost 7,150,000.pounds for the
run way over this.
million
The government had expected to issue about 3
that
indicates
demand
present
the
year;
per
glasses
pairs of
7 million is closer to the right figure,
earnOne result has been a disproportion in doctors'
up
make
NHS,
under
can,
districts
ings. Those in populous
districts
country
-populated
under
in
those
year;
a
to $14,400
-find-it- tough going. Some dentists have been earning between $16,000 and $40,000 per year and fear the government will either reduce their rate of pay for individual pa-

We Sell Fixtures
We Install Them
We Service Them

P. T. JONES & SON

rq it out FREE
ON YOUR FARM

CHAS. W. BURROW

tients or put them on salaries.
Because of the rush of patients and shortage of doctors, the government has been forced to set up priorities.
Children, pregnant mothers and the gravely s- ick get attention first. At present it may take months to get a
dental appointment, or a hospital bed if the case is not urgent; nine or ten weeks to get a pair of spectacles.
medical
Opponents of NHS argue that the standard of
being
is
handle,
can
doctors
than
patients
more
care, with
lowered; and that the system eventually will break down
under its own financial weight.
What happens to Britain's NHS--and to the health of
the British people under it—is being closely watched in the
U.S. by people on both sides of the government-paid-medicine fence. Its example will be a powerful argument for or
against existing plans to set up a national health insurance

Cal
PITTSBURGH
PAINTS
because the

program here.
The News is vigorously opposed to compulsory National
Health Insurance as proposed by Oscar Ewing, Federal Sedurity Administrator, for the reasons mentioned above.
Is it any need to bring the unhealthy medical plan of Great
Britian to a robust and stimulating America?

FOOTNOTES

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

:----,t7'N ,-.

For the last eight months in England, the Colonel's
Kipling
lady and Judy O'Grady have been sisters in a way
Act
Service
Health
National.
the
Since
of.
did.not think
went into effect in July 1948,_ all their medical needs are
taken care of by the state, and the cost is taken out of their

by ALICE AND ME

by McFeatters

--

Cards
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political
tharged at the rates speTified by advertising department.
ElseSubscription rates iadius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year.
where $2.50 a year.
at
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office
Fulton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.
There is -. .. nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy:like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
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Alice and I have got so much that the reporter answered:
into the way of expecting excit "Wake him up and tell him he
ing things to happen, since we've isn't."
been here in NEWSLAND, that
it would seem quite dull and
If your last year's black suit
stupid for life to go cn in the is to be your best for this year,
*Mal way.
buy a delicious little black straw
with purple ribbon trim and wet.r
When
farmers:
the
to
word
A
purple violets at your chin. The
you see a common toad be friend- right hat can carry a costume
you
saves
he
as
him
toward
ly
as a stamp carries a letter.
twenty dollars worth of work a
garden
11),000
eating
by
year
Columbia's new, long playing
pests.
Microgroove recordings were inby Hungarian-born Dr.
We're wondering how Charles- vented.
C. Goldmark. These recEvans Hughes felt that night a Peter
ords play twenty-two minutes
good many years back when he
of uninterrupted music on each
ran for president when areporter
instead of the usual four.
went to his house on election side,
night and was told by the butler:
At the Male° Sunday you May
*The President is asleep." To

COME IN AND JOIN
THE FOLKS WHO'VE FOUND
"ONE PLACE TO PAY"
ADVICE THAT'S SOUND
13ite-Dotean.____ft
14&

C.0 G Elk!
If you're paying several places each month, you can
probably cut your payments almost in half with a
friendly cash loan to pay them all in full. Why not
phone or come in today and see exactly how much
cash we can save you each month?
SAVE MONEY by taking advantage of our Personalized Financial Service for Families and Individuals.
For borrowers or non-borrowers, without cost or ob-'
ligation. Phone or come in for complete information.'
there's

real

longer

lasting.

economy
better

in

Next To Graham Furniture Store

You'll hardly believe your eyes when you see what a
man-sized small tractor can do.. Weight of engine in the
rear adds a surprising amount of traction and extra
drawbar power:
Just phone or

paste the

coupon (below) on

a post

card and mail to us.

WATER VALLEY GARAGE
Highway 45

al

IMP. CO.

Water Valley, Ky.

Phone 12

using

looking.

Mk/MU& FINANCE CORPORATION OF K`(

Pittsburgh Points.

FULTON PAINT iSt
GLASS M.
210 Church

MODEL 0

Get on the front seat of this rear-engine tractor youro
self. Try straight.ahead vision—see how much easier
it is. You operate the tractor; put it to the test in your
own fields.

Elk
LO0K.'BUT

Choose only the best quail),
paint for painting your home--

ALLIS.CHALMERS

You have a new experience in farming waiting for you
with rear-engine tractor power. Without obligation:,
we'll be glad to let you try out the Allis.C..halmers Model
G on your own farm. Simply get in touch with us, and the
Allis-Chalmers Mobile Demonstrator will visit your farm..

Phone 909

311 WALNUT STREET
PHONE 1252
FULTON

Gentlemen:
I would like to operaLe the Model G on myfarm about
I understand this does not obligate me in any
wayo
NAME
00000
I ADDRESS

(date)

....
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,eteived tile door prize..
Rcl,c
,
hrn(nt..-; were served :1
the close of the games..

WOMAN'S CLUB
ANNUAL PARTY
BIBLE UNION
Dear Miss Latane:
might have been as a hard ,Ja- well as I do, jou areo'i going to HELD THURSDAY
-H CLUB MEETS
I have written you before and borer but if his love was the kind marry this man. Because if ynu
was
home
'Club
Woman's
'The
you gave me such good advice I of love you,should have it would do, your children 3re gone They
The Bible Union 4-H Club met
am writing you again. My baby have stuck when the going got will never speak to you again, so the scene of the Junior and Sen- at the school Thursday morning
ior Woman's Clubs annual benewas born and I went to work tough. It wouldn't have been all I can say is forget him,
February 17. The following offit party Thursday night Februand just as you told me my hus- running after another worrOn.
ficers were elected. Jean Foster,
ary 17.
band wants to come back home And while you are doing alright Dear Miss Latane:
Washington president; Jerry Liggins, viceGeorge
The
now. What must I do? Would you for yourself stay that way. Let
I am a young woman. I am scheme was carried out in dec- president, James Edward Pflueglet him come back home if you him go somewhere else,
Let only-23
years old and have a lit- orations. The feature decorations er, secretary; Joyce Lockridge,
were me? He said he still loves someone else make him a living. tle
girl 4, and my husband has were the mantle and stage which reporter.
why
he
did
Find
me and doesn't know
someone who will make you got
Songs were sung-by the group
where he comes in late at was decorated with streamers of
M.B. one. Bid him a nice farewell.
like he did.
night and has lipstick on him. I intwined red and white crepe and Mr. Anderson showed slicks
My Dear M.B.
ask him about it and he tells me paper
with potted concerning 4-H work to the boys.
centered
You can do what you wish but Dear Miss Latane:
Miss Hall discusses the county
yes, he_has been out with his plants.
a fool if you take hitt
You are
contest and records with the girls
I am a woman 49 years cid sweetheart, so what can I do.
back. I told you as soon as the Lnd have three
Mrs. Charles Looney was in
children. I have
baby was born and you were able been going with a man
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
charge of the arrangements for
for about My Dear S.M.W.
in
to go back to work and make him 7 or 8 months and he wants
Go get yourself fixed up. Buy the Junior Womans Club and spent Sunday with relatives
me to
wagging
a living he would come
marry him. What ashotdd I do? a new dress. Dress yourself up Mrs. Robert Graham performed Dyersburg, Tenn.
doesn't
love
his tail home. He
My children don t like
then ask him to take you out. similar duties for the Senior
anyone but himself, and I can't Would they get along if
we were Make love to hirn. If this dipesn't Woman's Club.
fool
could
be
how
anyone
see
Chairmen of,the various commarried. Would we be happy?
help take a little 'vacation. Go
enough to think about taking
somewhere and stay about
2 mittees were as follows: Mrs.
him back. If he cared for you as
weeks and when you come back Wallace Ashby, ticket and reshe told you he did don't you My Dear Z.C.
be sure you look your best when ervation; Mrs_ Eugene HoodenHow do you expect your ch.1- he sees
know he would have been with
you. Everything will be pyle, advertising; Mrs. Fred
you when you, went to the hos- dren and this man to get along alright then,
Homra, tallies and prizes.
pital. Don't you know he would after your married when they
Mrs. Roy Hamby was caairman
have stayed with you and tried don't now. You would be so misYou may write to Patricia I.a- of the decoration committee, Mrs.
to make you a living in place of erable that it wotild be terrible
Whitesell of the refreshleaving you and running after if you should marry this man. tone at the Fulton County Nevis. Huntar
Mrial
committee - and
another woman. He.. could have Why are you writing; me ai.king She does not give counsel in ment
Charles Browder of the bingo'
gotten a job doing something. It me about it, for you know as private.
1
committee.
Mrs. Perry Copeland was high
Rowland
and
L. J. Williams vis- Legion at Fulton.
scorer for bridge and Mra. EdROUTE THREE
ited Mrs. Bettie Williams Sunday
Besides his wife and parents, ward Benedict, Jr., was second
Mrs. ('. E. Williams, Cor.
afternoon•
of Crutchfield, he leaves a son, high. Mrs. Virgil Davia was high
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon at- Thomas Howell; a
Mrs. Carl Foster honored her
daughter, Mrs. scorer for rook, Harold' Holliday
tended
the
show
in
Fulton
SunGlenn Lee of Fulgham; four won 'nigh bingo. Miss Rose Stahr
daughter, Shelby Jean with a
brothers, Adrian Howell of Fulbirthday party Thursday night. daY:
Mrs. Telmon Oliver's condition gham, Galean Howell of
Mr. and MrS. Billie Parris visClinton, C. R. Copeland of Fulton.
is
about
the
same.
Gelen Howell of Crutchfield and
ited Mrs. Walter Permenter FriHe died of complications after
Jerry
Foster
had
his
tonsils
Luby Hovvell of Fulton and a sisday afternoon.
getting his feet frozen during
Cash Price
removed Friday and is doing. ter, Atli s Gus Hudson of
Union the January cold- spell.
Ms-Rad* - Kingston received- nice1y.
City.
word' from her son, Dave KirigMrs, Bobbie Lee Vaughn is
atoll- that he and his wife had spending the week
with Mrs. J.S.
M. D. COPELAND
gotten home in Alberquerque. Daltem. •
Accurate
M. D. Copeland, a World War
New Mexico aft,pr spending aThose visiting Mr. and Mrs.
WORKMANSHIP
I veteran of north of Fulton, died
bout a month-with her and sight R.B. Neighbors
Sunda y were MT.
seeing on their way home.
At Low Cost
and Mrs. J. yv. Fortner, ond 'Bil- Friday- in a Veteran's AdminisALS. N. C. Dalton ot Memphis lie of Dye:sburg, Tenn., and Mr. tiation Hospital at Marion, III., Watches, C4ocks and Time
visited Mr. and Airs. J. S. Dalton and Mrs. James Neighbors of ;Mei. a few weeks' illness.
Pieces of All Kinds AccurateServices were held Monday at ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
Friday night.
Paducah
•.
Airs
Nei hbo
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Ilrann en- spending a few days in Paducah Wingo. Burial was in the CopeANDREWS
joyed a fish supper with Mrs. , With her son, James Neighbors land Cemetery. Paul Hornbeak
207 East Fourth
1 Funeral Home was in charge.
Kirigtforf-afid-Clitra 'Fri- hand wife. Jewelry Company
day night.
Walter Rid g wa y ancI daughter I Air. Copeland is a brother of
The. Mt Moriah church waa Betty att. ncled the shaw in Fulcovered this week.
,
ton Sunday night.
Mrs. Carlie Kindred visited
Mr. and Mrs.• Will McDade are
MI'S. Ora Coffman Mts. Heath visiting in Florida this week.
Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan are
Mr. and Airs. Windall Coffinan enjoying a new refrigerator.
room
living
are enjoying a new
R. C. Jones visited Mr. and
suite.
Mrs. Tom Neighbors Sunday.
Mrs. Rhodie Dalton and Mrs.
The twins of Mr.• iincl Mrs.
Charlie Stewart are softie bet- Bobbie Lee Vaughn visited Airs.
T. A. Jones Monday.
ter.
Air. and Mrs. Jimmie Clements
Mrs. W. L. Page is in the Haws
Hospital. V.4.: hope she will soon and children visitel Mr. and
Mrs. George Finch Sunday.
be home again,
bir. and Mrs. Bernal Lowry
AUDIE L. HOWELL
were in Fulton shopping Saturday.
Services were held at 2 SunW. L. Rowland. Miss Allie ciay afternocn at the Crutchfield
Methodist church for Audie L.
Howell. who died at his home on
the Clinton Highway .Saturday
after
an illness of_ _several
The
months. The Rev. L. E. Shaffer
aliciated. Burial, under direction
Benefits
Paul Hornbeak Funeral Home. •
II
!),,CttlI IIhock
Are Lasting was in the Reck Springs Ceme',cry. He was 53.
PHOS KATE
Air. Howell was born in Fulton
Y( ,an increase all crop County March 5, 18-95, the son of
Rollie A. and Viola Aioore Howyields. and permanently imell. He married
Miss
prove your soil with just one
Lorine
Hodges on May 8, 1926. He Was
economical
of
application
a veteran of World War I and
FOUR-LEAF. Apply it to your
was a member of the Marshall
legume crops — or on fields
Alexander Post of the American
to be seeded to . legumes-and you'll get not only a big
ger yield the first year but alKeep Smiling
so . .. all crops following will
with
enriched
land
on
feed
both phosphorus and nitrogen.
Order FOUR LEAF today.
Chiropractic Office

:0,12 ESCRIPT 10 N S

0

MEDICINE - FOR YOUR HEALTH
The Bible says "The Lord hath
created medicines out of the
earth; and he that is wise will
not abhor them." It is our sincere wish at CITY DRUG CO., that you stay well. If yrs
do need medicine, however, we promise to fill your prescription with accuracy and speed, at moderate cost.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
C. H. McDANIEL, TOM 3IADDOX
PHONES 70, 428
408 LAKE STREET

-MOSLEYf1
t Also
1.10E;o1'one

ELECTRIC RANGE

for

EE

$169.00

me 12

I

Electric Washef
Cash Price $79.00

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY
Phone 169

St.

Fulton

PHILLIPS'

Charles T. Cannon
Fulton. Ky.
Route 5,
..
or write to
THONISON PHOSPHATE
COMPANY
407 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago 5,111.

DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate
MICRO-DYNAMETER
X-RAY
Phone 152S
222 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

ckiaimiRS
)Dit 0

. CO.

I
7-Ft. Refrigerator
Cash Price $199.00

I can forget
driving worries
and thoroughly
enjoy my trip

Depots are so
convenient- and I
don't have to worry
about parking -

I enjoy watching
the scenery
instead of having
to watch the road

'denominations that assure the religious
The employees of Kentucky Utilities
Company and their families — some 5,000 2
-life of Princeton.
persons — would make a city almost the
Enough to fill the 53 rooms now used
size of Mt. Sterling, or Harrodsburg, or
by the school children of Harlan.
Harlan, or Princeton.
Their taxes for local, state, and governThey would make a city large enough to
expenses are more than half a million
ment
physicians
19
provide a livelihood for the
dollars in addition to the $3,314,000
and dentists who practice in Mt. Sterling.
paid in 1948 by their employer.
Enough to require the 125 retail stores
that operate in Harrodsburg.
But wherever they are in the 73 counties
serve, they are an enterprising part of
we
all
Enough to fill the 17 churches of

Mem Aegoes

the community, serving churches, school
boards, civic and service clubs, the Community Chest, the Red Cross, the Boy
Scouts — and all of the groups that make
a community of the people who live there.
No company could be more proud of
its employees than Kentucky Utilities
Company.
And no state could have a finer group
of citizens.

Progiessfiffolar

z

...and save about Y3 the cost of driving
•One Way
St. Louis
Chicago
Detroit

*One Way
$9.30
$ 3.60 New Orleans
2.50
7.60 Memphis
3.10
Evansville
10.30
•U.S. Tax Extra
10'". saving on round trip tickets
UNION BUS STATION
Phone 44
. 4th and Carr

UTILITIES

COMPANY

INCQOPORA/eD

41(
1300 Experienced Men and Women Striving To Serve You Better
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It Looks Like War Between Clements and Gregory
The News prins herewith the
following article which appeared in a recent issue of the
Courier-Journal. We ate proud
to have the First District's own
Noble Gregory of such calibre
as to have state and National
attention focused on his outstanding record.

years which remain of Alben W.
Barkley's term.
Whichever one wins the Demecratic primary will, in all probability, have to face in November John S. Cooper, who ran
10,000 votes ahead of Thomas E.
Dewey while losing to Virgil
Chapman last fall.

Washington—There is Orewing
for 1950 the hottest Democratic
senatorial primary Kentucky has
had since the Barkley-Chandler
campaign of 1938.
If political events shape up in
the next year and a half the way
they are headed now the opposing candidates will be Governor
Earle C. Clements and U. S.
Representati've Noble J. Gregory
of Mayfield. They will be fight'ing for • the "ritaffination to take
the place now held by Senattie
Garrett L. Withers, whom Clements appointed to fill out the two

If Gregory and Clements enter
the lists against each other, as
now seems inevitable, the Governor will have on his side his own
state administration machines.
But Gregory will have the support of at least two of the most
effective district machines among the seven congitessional
sclistricts represented by Democrats.
Powerful Force
Chief of these two is in Gregory's own first district. That area
Governor Clements
Representative Gregory
of West Kentucky is overwhelmingly Democratic, and hence has fallen apart a little over one al prmary. That was why they
an important voice in Democrat- year after Clements moved into were attracted to the Clements
, ic primaries. The other district the Executive Mansion at Frank- alliance. As they understood it,
CREATED FOR 1911
. Democratic machine upon which fort.
the Governor, for example, would
The alliance had been dropping not appoint John E. Keck to be
I Gregory can count for support is
at the other end of the state, in a bolt here and a screw there ov- State Highway Commissioner unthe Eighth District of Represent- er the last several months, but less Keck were a friend of a con! ative Joe B. Bates. It stretches its complete dernolition came a- gressman from that district and
lout from Ashland into the moun- bobt when Clements last month unless the congressman had first
; tains in one direction and down, appointed Withers to the Senate. been consulted about Keck.
into the Bluegrass in another. Not Consulted
But Bates, in whose district
I It has been a formidable political
Gregory had some expeeta- lived •knew nothing about the
organization since the days when
appointment until ClemKeck
tions that the Senate appointit kept in Congress Fred M.
ment would go to him. Both Rep- ents announced it.
, Vinson, who now is Chief Justice
happens
It
so
that
resentative Bates and Representr of the United States. Bates is
ative Frank L. Chelf, Lebanon, Keck is a friend of Bates, and
grimly determined to throw the had
visited the Governor at Keck and the Mobley family,
i full force of that organization be- Frankfort
which
to urge him to give near Sandy Hook, into
hind Gregory if he and Clements I the
Keck married. are among Bates'
seat to Gregory.
go into the fight.
There are tWO reasons why strongest supporters. But what
What the other five Democrat- Clements did not do so. The first is worrying Bates is why was he
! ic Congressmen will do is not one was that he feared Gregory not consulted before his good
yet clearly defined. But what is would not be willing to step a- friend was given this important
clear is that the political alliance side for Clements in 1950. The job—ene of the most strategic
which Clements carefully put to- second was that Gregory has a political jobs in the state ad' gether between himself and the conservative voting record in the ministration.
210 Church
Phone 909
I Kentucky
It has puzzled him particularly
Democrats in the House. If Clements sent him to
'House of Representatives has the Senate, after putting Chap- because the Keck appointment
man thre, he would have given was the fifth occasion on which
Kentucky two members of that Clements
.
had selected a Bates
chamber whose votes frequently supporter from the Eighth Diswould be at variance with the trict for an important office
wishes of the Truman-Barkley without consulting Bates.
administration.
I It began to look to Bates and
As political realists, neither to some other Democratic conClements
Gregory nor other Democratic gressmen as though
congressmen would have quar- was "building around" them in
We Handle
reled with Clements' reasoning their own districts. Not that he
Only
on the Senate appointment. What was appointing their enemies to
Dependable,
angered some of them was that office, but was taking their
h.? consulted no member of the friends and causing those friends
Good Quality
House about filling the vacancy to ovve their first political loyal109 CHURCH ST.
created by Barkley's elevation to ty to the Governor rather than
FULTON
PHONE 183
the Vice Presidency. To the Con- to the congressmen.
gressmen, this was the
final Underwood Grumbles
straw in their growing irritation
Gregory and Chelf as well as
over a string of State appoint- Bates have been fretting for
ments Clements had made with- some weeks about the "building
out consulting them.
around" that Clements has been
doing in their districts. Tom UnKeck Was Surprise
Now of course, the Governor derwood, Lexjngton, has been
of Kentucky is under no obliga- growling to friends that, although
tion—legal, moral, or political— he was Clements' campaign manto get from members of Congress ager. he has no voice in appointments made from his Sixth Distheir approval
his appointments But the 11,—e members trict. Even John A. Whitaker,
though the terms of t..eir allianc.e whom Clements hand-picked to
which helped put Clements in take the Second District congresI will be at the Fall & Fall insurance office, in
Frankfort, called for him to clear sional seat when the Governor
with each Democratic congress- vacated it, has been doing a cerFulton, on
r-.an the name of a person select- tain amount of grumbling.
It is a tribute to Clements' ca! from the representatives'
-tricts for office in the state. pacity as a political maneuverer
What a congressman dreads that his alliance with the con,Lore than anything else is to gressmen ever came into exishave a state administration which tence in the first place. His Demfor the purpose of issuing new Kentucky Automight be inclined to give support ocratic Kentucky colleagues reto his opponent in a congression- garded him with suspicion when
he joined them in Congress in
mobile licenses for 1949.
January, 1945. They had heard of
his talents of seizing political
All persons will please bring their 1948 regpower when he was a member
of the State Senate, and they
istration receipts, as I am required to take their
feared he was out to make himFor the finest
self
political boss of Kentucky.
up when new license is issued.
flowersand vegGradually, however, they sucyour
etables, get
cumbed to the idea that it would
seeds today at...
not be too bad to have a party
boss if he vvere on their side.
First to join up 3,vith Clements
was Chapman. His election to the
Fulton County Court Clerk
East State Line
Phone 483 Senate in 1946 was to be the first•
fruit of the new alliance. However. certain events transpired
which caused Chapman to drop
,;1![;i111:111'11•1110:17,
out of the 1946 race.
The Battle Starts
By the time the gubernatorial
primary came around in 1947,
Clements had the support of all
the Democratic congressmen in
one degree or another. Chapman
was actively in the field for
Clements and made the impor—
ant contribuAion of lining up
strong support in the Sixth District. Chelf tried to stay outwardly neutral but was jockeyed
into making an appearance at
the Clements campaign opening
— in Glasgow.
The congressman who really
stuck his neck out on behalf of
Clements was Gregory. Running
against Clements vvas Harry Lee
Waterfield, from Gregory's own
district. Although Gregory and
Waterfield were old opponents,
many of Gregory's supporters
felt lie should have, for reasons
of local loyalty, got behind Waterfield.
The pullidg and hauling in
preparation for the 1950 primary
is already under way. While
209-211 E. Fourth St.,
Clements "builds around" the
congressmen, Bates and Gregory
Fulton, Kentucky.
are stiffening their own forces
in Kentucky.
M
The men who will be caught
in the middle if the Clements
Gregory race comes off are Chelf
finl1111111111111111!i11111111111111V111111111101111111111ASE11119111111111111111111111111111111115111111111111111N1
and Underwood. Clements and

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS W.

e

TAYLOR'S

Notice to
AUTOMOBILE OWNERS

Saturday, Feb. 26, 1949

DONIWAIT

C. N. HOLLAND,

HELP WANTED

Chelf entered Congress on the
same day and worked ciosely to- ;
getner, uut Cheit has aiso ueen
closely associated with Gregory.
Underwood not only was Liem-

FULTON HATCHERY
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You are cordially invited to attend
the showing of the

Daring New Dodge
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 25-26
at our show room

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY

nomilimossourr_..=i

ents' campaign manager in 1947,
but also now represents the district which Chapman served so
long. Chapman, whose election to ,
the Senate last November is apparently to be the last performonce of the alliance, might be ex- ,
pected to continue his working ,
arrangement with Clements. On
the other hand, since he is 'a ,
long-time friend of Gregory's.
Chapman might consider he and
Clements are even, each having .
helped the other to an election
victory.
'
Complicating the congressmen's
decision in choosing sides is the
fact that Kentucky will elect
only eight members of the House
in 1952, instead of the present ,
nine, due to the state's decrease
in population. Which means that
unless one of the present congressmen goes to the Senate or
to the Governor's chair, someone
will be sauee7ed out in 1952.

Friday

MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO,
Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embahmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Hoene
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL
ASS'N.
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February 22, 1949

An Open Letter.•.
To The Mayor, Hon. T. T. Boaz, The City
Council, and The
Citizens of The City of Fulton and Surrounding
Territory.
1. What T he Sheriff Told Us.
We, the undersigned ministers of Fulton,
Kentucky, were
told by the Sheriff of Fulton County that
he ordered a certain
establishment in Riceville to discontinue
gambling.
The Sheriff further informed us that his
right to close
this place was challenged on the ground
that similar establishments are allowed to operate in the City
of Fulton without interference from law- enforcement
agencies.
WI:ereupon, the Sheriff informed us, he visited certain
places in the City of Fulton and warned that all
gambling.
must stop,
II. Was The Sheriff's Action Justified?
It is possible that the Sheriff's action was
justified. We
have been hearing from various sources that
there are certain
places in Fulton where gambling goes on,
and that it is countenanc: by those in authority as a
matter of "policy."
For some time we have desired to make a public
protest
against this condition, which, judging from the
number of
complaints an4 the character of the complainants
does exist.
When it became necessary for the Sheriff to
tali'e the above
mentioned action, we decided that the time had
come when we
might opportunely speak.
///. A Bill of (Hearsay) Particulars.
1. We have been "told" that card games
for gambling purposes have been stopped in two places;
2. That slot machines have been removed from three
places;
3. That slot machines have been removed from
places in the "Bottoms "

three

4. And, we have been "told" that the above has taken place
since the Sheriff's visit to our city.
/V. We Respectfully Riquest, That,
In view of the Sheriff's visit to our City to warn certain
places to stop gambling; in viel,v of the fact that this talk of
gambling has assumed the proportions of a public scandal;
and, in view of the rumor that since the Sheriff's visit the
lid" is on gambling in Fulton at the present time we respect
fully urge the City Authorities to investigate ihe truth of
these rumors, and ascertain whether or not the Sheriff's
was justified, and if so, we urge the authorities to rigidlyvisit
force the laws against gambling. We stand together with enall
responsible citizens of Fulton for religious, clean,
and
lawabiding community.
Signed,
Fulton Ministerial Alliance,
By •
James G. Heisner
First Baptist Church

J. T. Drace
South Fulton Baptist Church

W. E. Mischke
First Methodist Church

J. C. Matthews
Church of the Nazarene

• E. Rueb
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church

Perry L. Stone
First Christian Church
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It Pays To Advertise In The News!

Friendly Service
STANDARD OR, products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

C

Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV. STA

IOME

Dukedom highway

Phone 68

entucky

Pa,ge

LaSalle, Ill., were Sunday visitors in Fulton enroute to their
home after a visit with relatives
in Mississippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Carey Frields attended a basketball game in Dresden Saturday
night.
Joe Engel has returned to his
home in Meeker, Okla., after a
weeks visit with his brother, Eddie Engel and Mrs. Engel.
CWO and Mrs. Claud Muzzy
have returned from a visit with
his parents in Moline, Ill.
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow has returned from a visit to Mrs. Horace Owens in Paducah.

Formal"
MURRAY COLLEGE "Strictly
Chosen By Seniors
SAYS APPLICATIONS
OPEN FOR AWARD

"Strictly Formal" is the name
of the dramatic vehicle seleeted
by the Senior Class of the Fulton
High School for its senior play.
The cast chosen is as follows:
Applications are now being re—Barbara Rose Colley;
"Jane"
Blackburn,
E.
W.
Dr.
ceived by
"Sally"—Jean Holland; "Agnes"
desciences
physical
the
head of
—Norma Phillips; "Andrew"—
partment at Murray State colEddie Holt; 'Jim"—Glenn Roblege, far the 1948-49 Donall H.
"Nettie"—Carolyn Rudd;
Sylvester Scholarship Award. erts;
"Abern"—Johnny Hyland; "Rose"
The scholarship, which amounts
—Barbara Homra; "Mrs. Tilton"
to $100, is awarded yearly to an
Bennett; "Josie"—
outstanding junior or senior stu- —Betty Boyd
Coplen; "Elroy"—Bill Wildent majoring in the field of June
son; "George"—Jimmy Hancock;
chemistry.
Owen;
Lou
From the list of applicants "Marilyn"—Betty
CARD OF THANKS
Sisson; "Bob"
three candidates will be nomin- "Marcia"—Martha
Jones; and "Cindy"—
Robert and I wish to thank
ated by the chemistry staff of Howard
each and every one of you who
Murray State for the considera- Shirley Houston..
called to see me, sent cards and
tion of Mr. Sylvester in making
flowers or in anyway made my
the award. Nominees will be
stay in the hospital more pleaschosen on scholarhip. promise for
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade ant. God bless all of you.
successful citizenship and finanFAYE SHANKLIN CALL
have returned from Ft. Laudercial need, Dr. Blackburn said.
The first recipient of the a- dale and other points in Florida.
ward was Mrs. Norma Guttag of Enroute home they spent several.
Washington, D.C., the former days in Atlanta, Ga.
Veterinary Service
Danny Baird, a student of the
Miss Norma Samons of Fulton.
Kinney, University of
will
Kentucky
In 1946-47 Mrs. Taz
Day or Night
formerly Miss Helen Hogan of spend the weekend with his parPhone 807-R
Lowes, received the scholarship. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Horton Baird
Mrs. Kinney now lives in Nash- in the Highlands.
Or Call 70
ville, Tenn.,. where her husband
Mrs. Elvis Myrick and Mrs.
is attending Vanderbilt Medical J. F. Neal have returned from
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
College. William Blalock of May- points of interest in Florida and
Graduate Veterinarian
field was the winner last year. Havana, Cuba.
He is now studying medicine at
Mrs. Perry Capell of New OrLocated on Martin-Fulton
Washington University in St. leans, La., is the guest of her
Highway.
Lou is.
mother, Mis. Ed Drysdale.
Mr. Slyvester, who worked his ' Mr. and Mrs. Lon Berninger of
way through Murray State, is an
examiner in the U.S. Patent office in Washington, D.C.

Daily Rates
$1.25 and up
Witen in Fulton, Visit The

EARLE HOTEL
"FULTON'S FINEST"
Nov Heating System — Newly Remodeled
FREE PARKING
W. J. LARKIN, Mgr.

WEEKLY RATES
$5.00

Personals

[.PEL
era'
balmier

Two Things That Go
Together-Coke and 50

ASS'N.

efsk for it either way
...both trade-markt
mean the same thing.

FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Jovce Cruce, Cor.

rl

BOTTLED UNDEX AUTHOP1TY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY EY

FULTON COCA-COLA

BOWLING CO,

C

01949, The Com-Caki CaNININ

COLD WEATHER NOTE:

GULF BATTERIES
START CARS FAST
... and Gulf Dealers
have know-how. You'll
get expert free service I

POLSGROVE
SERVICE STATION
Mayfield Hi-Way
Phone 9193

Chicks with a
"Personality"
EACH HEN IS:
Personally culled
Blood Tested
State inspected
EACH EGG IS:
Personally culled for size
and shell texture
EACH CHICK IS:
Personally culled before
sold;
We deliver only strong,
healthy chicks!

Hatches Off Each Monday and Wednesday

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

11111111

PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

A Stanley Party was given in
the home of Mrs. Mary Nell
Polsgrove Wednesday at 1:30
p.m. Several were present. Rewere served and
freshments
games were played.
Martha Elaine Carthay spent
Monday night with Barbara Jane
Adkins and they attended the
basketball game at Mason Hall.
Barhara Adkins spent Wednesday night with Bonnie Lou
Roach.
Bonnie Lou Roach spent Thursday night with Barbara Jane
Adkins. Joe Strange spent the
night with Stocken Adkins and
they 'all attended the basketball
game at Obion, Tenn.
Mrs. Robert Myers spent Friday afternoon with Mrs. Willie
Bob Tanner and daughter, Alice
Faye.
Les Cruce was confined to his
bed a few days with heart trouble.
Friday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Les Cruce and family were
Hershel Wallace and Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Cruce, Jr.
Bobbie Hicks, Gordon Wade,
Billie and Elbert Jefferson were
Saturday guests of Stoken Adkins, Barbara Jane and Kay Adkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cloys have
been spending a few days in
Nashville, Tenn.
Raymond Clark of Palmerci
ville stayed Saturday night wi
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce.
Sue Dean Clark, Virginia. Shellia, Bettie and Mary, Miss Margaret Cruce and Mrs. Joyce
Junanita
Miss
Cruce visited
Smith and her mother and dad
a little while Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cruce, Jr.
and Margaret spent Sunday with
Mrs. Cruce's parents, A. G. Clark
of Palmersville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lynch of
Harris spent a few days with
Mrs. Ann Cruce and Estore.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Petty
have purchased a new 1949
Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens and
family have moved to Mrs. D.
Puckett's place where Mrs. A.G.
Clark moved from.
Mr. and Mrs. Ftobert Myer and
Ruth Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Bob Tanner and Alice Faye spent
Sunday with Mrs. Myer's and
Bob Tanner's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tanner of Hornbeak, Tenn.

Do You Suffer Distress From

);fitilie FEMALE
WEAMIESS

LENNOX

Every woman knows how fussy men are about their shirts.
And she knows too what a job it is to wash, starch and iron
those shirts. Our special shirt service gives individual attention to each shirt, finishing them to perfection. He'll say how
smart you are if you call 14 today.

OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

PARISIAN

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

grey view...evey teest...eveT

-

•

STYLEL1NE DE LUKE
2-000. SEDAN

Tin nios:

The most itoswillyi BUT for Davis. ad
Riding faso—with mew CastorPant Des*

Err for St0141

Look at this exciting new Chevrolet from any point of
vww—loside and outside, front, side and rear—and
you'll agree it's the sinartest-looking automobile of
this new year. For it alone, of all low-priced cars,
brings you the distinguished beauty and luxury of
Body by Fisher—the body featured on highestpriced cars.

and also want to

Tie and Beerillel BUY for Comfort

BUILD UP
RED BLOOD?

Battle into the deep, soft, form-fitting seats. Notice
the extra-generous head. leg and elbowroom of tbe
Super-Sise Interior. Ride in this "car that breathe*"
—with an advanced beating* and ventilating system
that inhales outside sir and exhales stale air—giving
comfort beyond compare! *Muster and defroster
mita optiosal at actra cost.)

If female functional
periodic disturbances
make you suffer pain
Sind weak. nervous, restless jittery
feelings—at such times — then co
try Lydia E. Pinicham's TABLETS
to relieve such symptoms!
Taken regularly—Pinkham's Tablets help build up resistance against
such distress.
Pinkham's 'tablets are also one of
the greatest blood iron tonics you
can buy to help build up red blood
to give more strength and energy
fdt Orls and women troubled with
EMS.le anemia.A pleasantstomachic
tonic. tool Just see if you don't remarkably benefit! Any drugstore.

FOR THE MAN IN YOUR LIFE

Most sensational of all the advancements in this
thrilling new Chevrolet for I949 is the eotirely
new kind of driving and riding ease which it
introduces into the low-priced field. New CenterPoint Design—including Center-Point Steering,
Center-Point Seating, lower Center of Gravity
and Center-Point Rear Suspension--brings you
driving and riding results heretofore found only
in more expensive cars. The difference is so
great—and so pleasing—that it's no exaggeration
to say it is proving a revelation ba all who drive
or ride in this mu% Remember—only new CenterPoint Design can give these finer motoring
nrsulta; and only the new Chevrolet offers
Center-Point Design at lowest cost.

,4q/d,
rr41
fitatie

/CHEVROLET/

The most itimmiihil BUY for Performance
What thrills you'll have when you drive ;Us mr! It's
the only low-priced car with a Valve-in-11,1d engine
—the engine which more and more makers of higherpriced cars are adopting—because it gives a much
finer combination of performance, e"aumny and
dependability. And Chevrolet's world champion
Valve-in-Head engine holds all records for mile*
served and owners satisfied.
Tim out Rennitila BUY for Safety
Yes, you and your family will enjoy maximum safety.
for Chevrolet brings you fivefold safety protection
found only in this one low-priced car: (I) New CertiSafe Hydniudic Brakes; (t) Extra-Strong Fisher
Unisteel Body-Construction; (3) New Panoramic
Visibility; (4) Safety Plate Glass in windshiekl aad
all windows, and (5) the super-steady, auparmla
Unitised Knee-Action Rade.

atAvert Cart

AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR u YEARS

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton

Lydia E. Pinldtam's TAOISTS

so

Telephone 38

•
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ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
CIRCLES OF BAPTIST
CHURCH ENJOY POT
LUCK SUPPER MONDAY
All the Circles of the First
Baptist church enjoyed a pot
luck supper Monday evening at
the church.
beautifully
The tables were
decorated m7ith the George Washington theme and bouquets of
spring flowers.
Following the supper a mission
study class was held for the
Woman's Missionary Society.
J. S. Mills opened the meeting
with a prayer which was pre-sided over by the Mission Study
Chairman, Mrs. J. C. Suggs. Mrs.
Suggs presented Rev. James G.
Heisner who. gave an informative and interesting book "Cooperating Southern Baptist" by
Dr. J. B. Latrence.
There were 76 members and
11 visitors.
The meeting was closed with
a prayer by John Dawes.

PHONE 926

bers and their families present.
At 7:30 the chapter convened
in the chapter room for its business meeting with Garnett Price,
W.' M. pyesiding. There were four
visitors, Mr. and Mrs, L. A.
Clifton of Willys Stewart Chapter of Louisville and Mr. and
Mrs. G. D. Gentry of Central City
Chapter

brother as best man.
Mrs. Prather is a graduate of
Fulton High School. She was
formerly Society Editor of the
Fulton Daily Leader and for several months was receptionist for
the late Dr. Robert Bard.
the
Following the wedding
couple left for an unannounced
wedding trip and now are at
home in Union City where Mr.
Prather is employed.
CON131UNITY CONCERT
WELL ATTENDED BY
FULTON CITIZENS
The third of a series of community concerts was presented
Monday night in the High School
Auditorium in Mayfield, Ky.
The Don Cossack Chorus was
presented and greatly enjoyed
by all who heard it
Those attending from Fulton
were Mr. and Mrs. William Mcdade, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson, Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Hancock,
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gregory, Mrs. Steve Wiley arid
daughter, Molly, Paula DeMyer,
Nfiss Charlotte Wiseman and
Bobby Snow, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Stephens, Mrs. David Sundwick
and daughter, Marda, Mrs. Billy
Fry, Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, Mrs.
Sue Schoe, and Mrs. Will Amberg
of Hickman.

JAUAN QUEEN WEDS
DAVIS PRATHER AT
METHODIST CHURCH
In an impressive wedding of
simplicity Miss Jauan Queen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Queen, became the bride of Dave
Prather of 'Union City and Woodland Mills, Tenn.
The impressive ring ceremony
was solemnized Saturday afternoon, February 19 at 4 o'clock
at the .First Methodist church
with Rey. W. E. Mischke officiating.
Only the immediate families
were present.
The bride wore a spring suit
CHAPTER 41 OES '
of navy blue with grey.aecesENJOYS POT LUCK•
sories and a corsage of rcd ros-'LOYAL CRUSADERS
3IEET WITH MRS.
SUPPER TUESDAY
es.
Fulton City Chapter, Chapter
Mrs. Logan Prather was ma-'EDWARD BENEDICT
The Loyal Crusaders of the
41 OES entertained wjth a pot tron of honor. She wore a black
1First ,Methodist church met at
luck supper Tuesday at 6:30 at suit with black accessories.
his the home of Mrs. Edward Benethe Masonic- Hall with- 50 memLogan Prather served
dict, Jr., Monday evening with
12 members present.
_Mrs. Garland Merryman, chairman, Presided over the business
session. During the session plans
were .made for a rummage sale
to be held sometime in April.
to be held
Miss Katherine Williamson
was the Bible Study leader and
gave a very interesting Bible
Study which was enjoyed by all
beginning at I: p.m. six miles east of Fulton on present. During the social hour
the hostess served a lovely parHighway 91 near Oak Grore Church at the
' ty plate.
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Jr., will
be hostess to the March meeting.

PUBLIC SALE
THURSDAY MARCH 3

J. H. BRADEN'S HOME

House Furniture
1 Living Room Suite
1 Philco Cabinet Radio
1 New Mattress
1 Divan
1 Dressing Table
Floor Lamp

limn Ma ver
Complete hot water heating
system, including furnace, 10
radiators and all the pipe..
All the Bathroom Fixtures.
/
2-ton
1 1939 International 11
truck in good condition.

1 Lot of used lumber including, flooring, ceiling, framing,
windows, doors and screens.

Farm Will Be Sold At Public Auction
60 acres (this land has all had two tons of lime per acre last
Year); well located; lays extra good; close to church; school
bus route, mail route and milk route by the door. On a hardsurface road.
New electric water system
New frame garage

This is a good farm; somebody will buy it
at this auction at their own price.

J. H. BRADEN, OWNER
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer

Last3Da

s

Friday -- Saturday -- Monday

FEBRUARY FURNITURE

!BESSIE JONES
!WEDS JOE FLY
IN MAYFIELD
Miss Bessie Jones, daughter of
t'nelate Mr, and Mrs. E. P. Jones
of Fulton and Joe Fly of Fulton
were quitely married Wednesday, February 16, in Mayfield.
The only attendants were Miss
Lily B. Allen and George Herring.
The attractive bride wore a
beige dressmaker suit with black
accessories and a corsage of red
roses.
Min Allen wore a spring green
suit with grey accessories and a
corsage of red roses.
Following the ceremony the
couple- left for an unannounced
wedding trip.
Mrs. Fly has been employed at
the Jones Auto Parts company
for several years.
Mr. Fly is employed with the
Illinois Central Railroad.
Mr. and Mrs. Fly are at home
at 208 Bates street.
BUNCO CLUB ENJOYS
MEETING WITH MRS.
1 BRUCE WEDNESDAY
The Bunco Club met yVednesday afternoon in the hkne of
Mrs. C. P. Bruce on Fourth street.
Two guests, Mrs. W. I. Shupe
and Mrs. T. H. Ponds were included in the three tables of
members.
Mrs. W. B. McClain was high.
scorer for consolation and high,
Mrs. Eph Dawes drew bunco,
Mrs. John Moore won low score
and Mrs. Shupe won traveling.
The hostess assisted by her

during the afternoon.
Mrs. Gus Bard was high scoter for the afternoon.
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served light refreshments.

neice, Sue Forrest, served a love
ly oarty plate Members playing
were Mrs. Vernon McAlister.
Mrs. John Morris, Mrs. Joe Mullins, Mrs. Myrtle Caldwell, Mrs.
Irby Holder. Mrs. Alton Matheny,
Mrs. W. B. McClain Mrs.J. Moore
Mrs. Eph liawes and the hostMr. and Ws. Grover Hinckle
ess
The club will meet next week of Valpreso, Ind., were weekend
with Mrs. Myrtle Caldwell at her guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thompson, north of town.
home on the Martin Highway.
Mr. and Mrs. -Abe Thompson
ROOK LUNCHEON
and childfen, John M. and GerGIVEN IN HONOR
trude of Paducah were Sunday
OF 3IRS. D13131ITT
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt was hon- Mrs. John Thompson and Mrs.
ored on her birthday with' a
gram.
lovely rook 'luncheon given by
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Williams
her daughter, Mrs. Hugh Pigue spent several days last week in
at their home on Fourth street. Memphis.
The house was beautifully
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stapp
decorated with arrangements of and little daughter, Lynn have
jonquils and ferns.
31`‘ GRADE ROCK PHOSPHATE
returned to their home in Dallas,
A delicious three course lu.nch- Texas sifter a visit to her parFERTILIZEFtS
eon was served with guests seat- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Orville Smith.
ed at card tables.
R. G. Harris of Nashville, Tenn.
After the luncheon games of was the weekend guest of his
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
rook were enjoyed during the daughter, Eugenia Harris, at the
afternoon.
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. O. BradThe guest list included Mrs I. ford.
H. Read, Mrs. Dick Bard, 1Virs.
Mrs. J. D. White is the guest
Ernest Bell, Mrs. L. H. Howard, of friends in Mernphis.
Mrs. Jim Hutcherson, Mrs. Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Bard left
Taylcr and Miss Lena McKeen.
Thursday for a visit in MontTelephone 51
gomery, Ala.
PALESTINE CLUB
Dudley Morris has returned
HAS MEETING AT
from a business trip to Nashville,
CENTER FRIDAY
Tenn.
The Palestine Homemakers
Club met in an all day meeting
IF ITS NEW—DOTTY HAS IT!
Friday, February 18th at the
Community Center.
Mrs. A M. Browder gave the
devotional and also the "Thought
of the Month."
Mesdames John Verhine and
Frank Stroud gave an interesting
demonstration on weaving
a
INC.
chair seat with cane and several
members took part in the work.
The foot stocls to be the next
month lesson were distributed
and will be ready for Hong Kong
FOR
grass to weave seats. Orders for
trayS were giVen the agent.
Mrs. William McClanahan gave
the 4th le.sson on better speech
on correct use of pronouns.
Landscape leader, Mrs. Bertha Nugent, gave several suggestions wanted to try and work
out. She stressed for each member to improve entrances to
homes by using evergreens or
shrubs on each side and also to
wcrk out a name for their farm.
It was reported that the mail box
featured at ....
project was about finished. Mrs.
Nugent also said that February
was a good time to sow blue
grass and prune shade trees.
Due to the absence of the
clothing leader, Mrs. Charles
Wright, Mrs. Gus Browder gave
the clothing lesson, "Guide Post
for Spring" and the excitement
in fashion is the fabrics one can
choose in 1949.
Mrs. Harold Pewitt led the
group in singing and Mrs. Percy
King led in a game "Wheel of
Fortune" which was very enjoyable.
At noon the hostesses MesBe first with the newest . .. Hollywood two-tones
dames Bertha Nugent, Percy
with plaid and solid color combinations, mensKing and Harvey Pevvitt served
wear stripes. neat checks, sheen-gabardine and
hot coffee and tea with lunch.
TI.venty six members ansWered
solid colors. Tailozed and boxy styles, slim-line
roll call with "characteristics of
skirts, faultlessly titilored is 1007, voolens.
Washington and Lincoln that
impressed me."
OTHERS $22.95 to $49.95
Two visitors, Mrs. Grover
Hinkle of Indiana and Mrs. Elmer Hixon of Mayfield and home
Sizes 9 to 44
agent, Mrs. Bertha
McLead,
were present.
A community play party was
planned for Friday night, Feb.
25 at the Center.

PERSONALS

PROMPT
DELIVERY

CITY COAL COMPANY

Stromber.g Carlson $400.00 value, _____ $239.95

MRS. L. O. BRADFORD
ENTERTAINS CLUB
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Mrs. L. O. Bradford entertained the Tuesday Bridge Club.
Games of contract were enjoyed

COAT

Mattress and Box Springs

$50.00

Modern 4 Pc Walnut

Bed Room Suites, $139.50 value

$69.50
$49.50

FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY
208 I,AKE STREET

PHONE 1

Special Shc
"DAY AT THE
SUN. - MON. -

Also:

WED.

THU

&Dot. I
Mob

MONTS

!
it4

ALLEN LADD
EDDIE
in

Pll

U. S.
Pullorum
Passed

featured at....

'299
'

That
SWIFT'S
FEED

* SWIFT'S EGG MASH
* SWIFT'S CHICK STARTER MASH

—

SWIFT'S HATCHERY

tartoon—"Funshine
and Fox N

FRIDAY - SATI

with the look
and feel of

EACH WEEK

111 East State I.ine

BAD BC

ORPHE

4 Pc. Panel

Bed Room Suites, $99.50 value ____

LIL(11(D NOLAN
JAN
in

queen of Sport• and

Good

$69 Value Innerspring

FRIDAY - SAT

'399

$99.50

Stromberg-Carlson Radio $204.95 value . $99.50

"Crashing Society,
presented by the Juni
Cayce High School
Thursday night Febrti
ginning at 8:00 p.m.
Wade, the Junior spc
ed the play.
The Brewers Rednthe Cayce Tiors Frid
a game held -it CayFeof 76 to 37. Mason(
scoring with 49 po
led the Cayce attacli
points. Cayce's last g.
held at Cayce, Pride;
25 when Cayce takes
improving Fulton Bu
ce beat the Bulldog
previous meeting at
stitute.
. The annual mectit

SUIT

Bee-Vac $139.95

Washing Machine With Pump

1

glwpWhadioft,o
(
fo,

BABY
CHICKS

Coffee and Cocktail Tables, reduced ______ 50%
Living Room Tables, reduced
_____ 50%
1 Lot Large Frame Mirrors, reduced ____ 50%

by
SUE and JA,

COAL

SWIFT'S
LOTS OF BARGAINS LEFT!

CAYCE NE

BEST GRADE

HUSKY - HEALTHY - HARDY!
Sale Ends March 1st.... HURRY!

Friday, Februa

The 49 models at e here and what
beauties! Full length in fitted bs
semi-flare style and the everpopular shortee; 100% wool coyerts, suedes and part wool with
rayon gabardines. Navy, beige,
toast, green, gray and red.
OTHERS 824.95 to 149.95

DOTTY'S

Sizes for Junior, Miss or Women

Fulton
SEE OUR WINDOWS

THE BOI
FRONTIERS

Comedy and E

SUNDAY - MO.

WILLIAM BISHOP
VIRGINIA
in

BLACK EA

(Story of a H
Cartoon and Cc
TUE. - 61411: -

Double Feat!
ABOTT and CO!
in

HOLD THAT

W. PIPPS
JANET MAR1
in

TRAIN T
ALCATRI

Friday, Februarr 25, 1949

CAYCE NEWS
by
SUE and JANE
"Crashing Society," a play
presented by the Junior Class of
Cayce High School was held
Thursday night February 24, beginning at 8:00 p.m. Miss Jessie
Wade, the Junior sponsor direct
ed the play.
The Brewers Redmen downed
the Cayce Tivra Friday night in
a game held at Cayac, by a score
of 76 to 37. Mason Cope led all
scoring with 49 points. Burns
led the Cayce attack with 12
points. Cayce's last game will be
held at Cayce, Friday, February
25 when Cayce takes on the fast
improving Fulton Bulldogs. Cayce beat the Bulldogs in their
previous meeting at Carr Institute.
The annual meeting of the

FULTON
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

LLoyn

piOLAN
JANE WYATI
in

BAD BOY
Special Short
"DAY AT THE FAIR"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

FaRrty.

thtfATSEA
ADVENTURE!

WAKE
of the
RED
TC
earn
uraGaitin
l
RUS
SEL
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Silhouettes aiioda iaelae
When the doors open on the handsomely
decorated, brilliantly lighted and modernly
equipped new "dime store" on Lake street
next
Wednesday morning, Fulton citizens
will not
only see the latest development
in variety
store arrangements, and whats
more the prettiest store of its kind ln all Kentucky,
but they
will be reminded of 39 years
of progress in
the growth and development
of the variety
store business and the business
acumen of
Albert Gordon Baldridge.
Baldridge's Dime
Store is sn institution in Fulton
County. It is
a clearing house for all chance
meetings and
even planned appointments
for the hundreds
of patrons who crowd its
aisles from day to
day, and the even larger
number who brouse
the store on Saturday and who
would just as
soon ignore the visit of a
world-wide personage than to forego the pleasure
of a leisurely stroll through Baldridge's.
That leisurely stroll will'turn
into a great
adventure on opening day and
the subsequent
days to follow, for Mr.
Baldridge, with the
efficient aid of the ladies in his
family, Annie
Laurie, the missus, and
Rachel Hunter, the
(laughter have explored tit
markets of the
Nation to bring the nevilst,
brightest and
gayest trinkets and gadget'
to the labyrinth
of shelves and cubicles that
till the new store.
Everybody knows Mr. addridge.
From the
curbstone in front of the building
to the widest reaches of the Purchase
District the name
of Baldridge is legion. Not
too long ago we
took a jaunt along Route
Two to interview
two lovely ladies in that
area. Their visits to
the c;ty were sparsely
separated they said,
like two or three years
apart, but when we
asked them the first thing
they did when they
came to tovvn they said:
"We go right to Mr.
Baldridge's store."
Albert Gordon Ealdridge was born
in
Wcakley County three miles east of
Martin,
the son of William and Anna Johnson
Baldridge, both deceased. He was one of
eleven
children, nine of whom survive. As a
child
he went to the Ralston. Tenn.,
grammar school
and later attended the McFerran
Preparatory
School in Martin. Not choosing to
pursue a
higher education, at the age of 18
he set out
on his own end decided to learn
the merchantile.business from tIse bottom up. From
Halls,
Tenn., to Dyeriburg. to other little
Tennessee
towns he secured jobs as a clerk
in dry goods
stores and when he thought that
his mind had
acquired a well-rounded knowledge
of this
business he secured a job with a
large St. Louis
neck tie firm as a travelling
salesman. Mr.
Baldridge was one of the category
of humanity
to v:hom pu.nsters directed
their more ludicrous remarks. He was a "drummer.
"
•
In his travels he came to Fulton quite often
and saw in the city a good opening tor what
in those ays waeknoiam as a "racket" store,
On August 2, 1910 he opened up Baldridge's
Variety Store on Lake 'street in the vicinity of
the Owl Drug Company. The building was
owned by a Mr. Parsons. In the Spring
of
the next year this young businessman's
fancy
turned to love, for at a church social in
the
Palestine Community he met the charming
Annie Laurie Jonakin. It didn't take them
too
leng to knOw what they meant to each
other

PALESTINE

WED. - THURS.
s•ei• DAVIS
MONTGOMERY

Queen of Sports and Fox News

toRpHEu.m

Cayce P.-T.A. was held Thursday night February 17 with a pot
luck supper in the
basement.
Miss Shuff was in charge of the
program. Bro. L. E. Shaffer gave
the devotional. The freshman
home economics class gave a
short skit called, "Grocery Store
Gossip." The play was on nutritution. • Mrs. Jessie McNeil
presented a number of piano solos.
Cecil Jactcson and Harold Henderson have been chosen to go
to Murray for the weekend as
g-uests of the college.
A good number of seniors are
planning to attend the banquet
to be held at Hickman Wednesday night. The banquet is sponsored by the Murray Alumni.

PILOT OAK
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
ALLEN LADD
EDDIE WALLER
in

THE BOLD FRONTIERSMAN
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY

Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
B. H. Lowry is now driving a
new 1949 Chevrolet pickup truck,
Mrs. Evelyn Melton, Mrs"!
Mary Neal Gosaum and Mrs.
Allene Lowry shopped in Fulton
Friday afternoon.
Richard Lowry has purchased
a Chevrolet car.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Lowry and
Mr. end Airs. B. H. Lowry visited

DISMISSED FRO31 HOSPITAL
Miss Sarah Lou Little, daughMr. and Mrs. Leslie Nugent
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Little
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans, and s ent Munch evening with Mr of Crutchfield, was disinisaal
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts vis- and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
from the Jackson Hospital nir
ited Mrs. Jeff Harrison in MurA smokehouse, burned Monday Clinton February 9 followiur.
ray Hospital Friday night and night belonging
to a tenant, Doc several days treatment for pnutreports she is doing finev
Morris, on the Harry Murphy monia.
Mr. and Mrs. C B. Caldwell vis- farm. Three
hogs were lost from
ited Mrs. Ida Grissom and Mr. smoking
meat
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
and Mrs. Claud Nelson Sunday
afternoon near Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts
attended a singing in Mayfield
Sunday afternoon.

r-

,

.

A. G. Baldridge

fur within a year they were .married.
Wider interest became evident in the vaBaldridge
Mr.
riety store business • so
moved the store up the street a little to a
building now occupied by the A & P Tea Company. Some time later the store was moved again to its present location and in 1946 the
building was purchased by the Baldridges
from the heirs of the Jonakin Estate.
Mr. Ealdridge is deeply interested in his
business and his avid hobby is fishing, though
like most busy men he is unable to pursue
the pastime as much as he would like.
He is deeply devoted to his church and
was Ctikirman of the Board of Stewards when
the new . Methodistchurch was conceived. The
tirst check toward the building fund was written and received lit the handsome Baldridge
home. He has been superintendent of the Methodist Sunday School and organized the Morn-Ian B. Daniels Bible Class for young men.
Though intended for the young men, many of
the original class still attend the class. Mr.
Baldridge has been president of the Chamber
of Commerce, as well as president of the Lion's
Club.
A stickler for good business practices he
believes in the adage that the customer is always right. He demands upfailing courtesy
from his employees to his customers and has
often discharged an employee for failure to
comply with this ruling.
What Mr. Baldridge and his dime store
means to Fulton can be summed up simply
by an event that occurred when the store
burned last summer. Hordes of children gathered at the scene and watched sadly the thousands of items being consumed in the enveloping flames. One youngster spied Mrs. Baldridge getting into her car and with a rush of
enthusiasm he sidled up to the door and with
tears in his eyes said:
"I just can't tell you how sorry I am."
Back on Lake street after an absence of
several months at which time the store was
housed in the old Presbyterian Church building on Commercial avenue; Baldridge's Dime
Store will soon be back on Lake street and everybody is happy about the whole thing.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hardy
and family attended church at
Liberty Sunday and were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. George Hardy. !
Lad Stokes returned Sunday
from Jackson, Miss., where he .',
accompanied his grandparents '
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
Stokes.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hillman Collier and family were
Mr. and Mrs. C: J. Bowers, Mr.
and Mrs. John Daniels and son,
Mr. and Mrs. James McDade and

BLACK EAGLE
(Story of a Horse)
Cartoon and Comedy

HOLD THAT GHOST
D. BARRY
W. PIPPS
JANET MARTIN
In

TRAIN TO
ALCATRAZ

.
70,, „

THE Op,"
r•

CLASSIFIED ADS
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210
Church.
FOR SALE: New Ford tractor
cultivator. See T. H. Howell,
Fulton Route one; four miles
north of Fulton.
HANDSOME, intelligent, sixfoot young man will conSider
matrimony with the first woman whi:i buys US
No. 1 ,
Quality SEED POTATOES ,
from Kroger. Big SEED PO- '
TATO SALE now on at Kroger. All popular varieties at
SALE PRICES! ORDER TODAY! I'm waiting.

i!`
17-1
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McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY

Homemaker's Special!
a

WITH EVERY WASHER WE SELL
We will include a set of

DOUBLE - TUBS & STAND
AT NO EXTRA COST

ao.

vin Square Tubs on metal stand; each tub has
drain outlet and hase,

,

Limited Time Only! Act Today!
iv/ iv./

ii\ofil"rivti 0(i1"(ii\•(
oriWi
,
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THREE SPEED WASMNG

Memory Lives
In Pictures

Select the proper speed for every fabric; fast, medium or slow.

THREE SPEED WRINGING
No more worries about wringing
heavy or bulky material . . set the
speed Where you want it_

Gardner's Studio
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OUR

WATER DEFLECTOR TUB
Sc,nds 1800 extra water currents per
minute surging through the clothes;
... Faster washing with less -wear 41.11
the clothes!

'

04
500
1
$0
/
TO YOUR DOOR -1

DOUBLE DUTY AGITATOR
A removable bowl fits over the agitator . . . gently washes small, dainty
pieces while heavier clothes are being
washing in the large tub.

"4

TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Double Feature'
ABOTT and COSTELLO
in

When You Want a Beer That's
Not Bitter! Not Sweet! Just Right!

in Cairo, Ill., Sunday.
Crutchfield Sunday for Audie
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Coltharp Howell.
and family are visiting* relatives
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in Detroit, Mich.
Albert Casey were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, Mr. Frank Morris and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Puckett and and Bernie McNeil.
Sue were Sunday dinner guests
Mrs. Onia Lowry. Mrs. Harry
of Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Gossum, Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams and Mrs. Allene Lowry
shopped
were supper guests of Mr. and in Mayfield Monday.
Mrs. Hamp Williams Friday
B. G. Lowry has purchased a
night.
new '49 Chevrolet truck.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive were
in Fulton Saturday.
Mrs.
Mary
Collins
spent
Thursday with
Cordie
Mrs.
Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry,
Jimmie Lowry, Mr. and Mrs.
For yourself,
Harold Carr and Randell were
for your family,
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
for your friends
Richard Lowry Friday evaning.
Mrs. John Massimo and chil. . . a. picture
dren have returned to their home
says more than
in Detroit, Mich after'visiting„
,
a thousand
her' parents, Mr. and grs. Alwords!
bert Caldwell.
Mrs. Tie Finley is on the sick
list
Make an ApMr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry
point Today.
spent Saturday night with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Bushart
212 Commercial
Fulton
and Mr. and Mrs. Vestal ColPhone 693
tharp attended the funeral at

WILLIAM BISHOP
VIRGINIA PATTON
in

family.

Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.

1..‘"/

Cartoon—"Funshine State"
and Fox News

Page 7

CALL 7S
SAWYER'S MARKET 1
234 EAST FOURTH STREE
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$119.95
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Otto& Washers $99.50 to $131.50

McDADE FURNITURE CO.
212 Chiirch Street
,./a\-(1\•.(4\,/e\

r IVA,'(641,.(1.(ko

Fulton
A A.

(1.

Phone 905
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RICEVILLE

DUKEDOM RT. 2

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

WANTED
Contract for

TOMATOES
We are now signing up acreage with growers
for the production of ripe tomatoes this season,
and urge all farmers interested in growing
tomatoes to contact us promptly.

WATER VALLEY
CANNING COMPANY

Little Nancy Brashears is on
the sick list
The third quartefly conference
Mr. and Mrs. Farm Owen of for Fulton Circuit will be held
son,
their
near McConnell visited
at Bethlehem Methodist church,
J. P. Owen and family Wednes- near Pilot Oak on Wednesday,
day.
February 23.
Roscow
T. C. House helped
, Sunday schools at the MethodFriday.
garage
his
on
Williams
ist and Baptist churches of RiceThe Pilot Oak Homemakers ville were well attended last
met with Mrs. Harry Yates Tues- Sunday. Those absent were missday of last week. Sixteen mem- : ed. Come next Sunday and bring
bers were present.
someone with you.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor called on
Mrs. Preston Ray was in town
Mrs. Hall Cooley of Fulton Fri- last Wednesday afternoon.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ray Jr.,
Mrs. Tremon Rickman who spent Sunday in Memphis.
has been in Haws Memorial HosM. D. Coplend died Friday in
pital for treatment came home a Veterans hospital in Marion,
Thursday.
after a few weeks illness. He
J, P.'0wen and Bill Floyd drove is a brother of Clarence Copeto
Thursday
Ind.,
to Eyansville,
land of Riceville.
move Mrs. Owen's parents, Mr,
Lowell Barber arrived in Fuland Mrs. Stanfield to this com- ton by train Saturday morning
munity.
with his infant son Gregory LowBobby Baker, Junior and Peg- ell. The baby is in care of his
gy Casey called at the home of grandmother, Mrs. Elmer Hawks
Thursday until its mother recovers from a
Mrs. O. F. Taylor
night.
serious illness.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tremon Rickman were Mr. and Raymond Murray is ill at their
I Mrs. James Ellegood and boys of home in Riceville.
near Arlington and Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Hutchenti. a local
William Killebrew and Patsy of merchant of Riceville, is on the
Fulton.
sick list.
Dean
Johnson, and
Billy
Mrs. Grace Parton, who has
James
and
Crutchfield of Fulton
sick since September, conbeen
Ellegood
Dale
Tremon
Boyce and
tinues to improve.
Marion
on
called'
of Arlington
Edd Hollis who suffered a' SerTaylor Sunday.
ious heart attack two weeks ago
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Glisson
is at home again.
visited in the home of Mr. and
Airs. J. P. Aven Saturday night. ' Jack Bynum is seriously ill in
Lee Johnson and Mrs.• Pearl the Fulton Hogpital.
Cooley of Fulton were Sunday . Mrs. Ernest Madding has movguests of Mr. and Airs. Oliver ed in house with Mr. and Airs.
,
Taylor.
Pete Bowden.
Junior Casey' and Marion TayA Mr. and Mrs. Hawks have
lor attended the show in Fulton moved ir.to the Basting house in
Saturday night.
Riceville
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.

a welcome to everyone to come
!to their services on Wednesday ,
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bradley visited friends and relatives in the
country Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brockman
visited his aunt, last week Mrs.
A. L. Campbell, better known as
"Miss Carrie." She will be 90
years old 7th of April.

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. BrockMan
visited Mr. and Mrs. O. F. HamMr. and Mrs. Foad Homra and
mond of Hickman last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Latta have reMrs. Estes Collier has return- kurned from a trip to points of
ed from a weeks visit with her interest in Florida.
mother. in Memphis. Mrs. Collier's mother has been ill, but
much improved at this writing.
Mr. and Airs. Valvie Fuller are
building a new home on the vacant lot in front of the Methodist
church in Riceville.
Pit Bar B-Q
Airs Floyd McMillan is on the
impro.ving list.

AND BIBLE UNION
Mrs. W. C Morrison, Cor.

DRIVE-IN CAFE
I PIT BAR-B-Q
I ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER

Mr. and Mrs. Miller Harpole
, have returned from a visit with
their daughter. Mrs. Gaham
„ Wright and family in Little Rock,
Ark,

WATCH
REPAIRING
ErVICIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE

R. M. KIRKUND
JEWELER
!WAIN ST.

Ernest !gadding who has been
at the home of his brother, Jack
Madding of Riceville has gone
for a visit with another brother
at Obion Tenn,
Mrs. James McMinn and baby
have been dismissed from Haws
Hospital.
Mrs. Preston Ray v‘ent to r.
Rudd Monday for treatment.
The Methodist church extends

Coney
Island
Hot Dogs
•
Open Till
11 p. m.

•

Curb
Service

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
Opposite O. K. Laundry

RAY HUNTER, Owner

Good friends match each ooler's mood
down to the last yawn! To match your
mood when you feel congenial, nothing's
finer than 93 proof Bond 6 Lillard. The
flavor of this Kentucky whiskey is always welcomed by companionable meal

The Sunday guests of Mr. and
I Mrs. E. E. Brockman were Mr.
and Mrs. Artilee Brockman of
. Atwood, Tenn.
James Smith is much improv-

How To Relieve

Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell :sour druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsioa
with the understanding you must like
dari way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

sicsavesia§!9hrtiis

DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP , NEW YORK, N Y

THE BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
is pleased to announce that

Charlie Stephenson
has been engaged as

GENERAL MANAGER
* * *
Mr. Stephenson was formerly tales manager for this
organization for twelve years before the war. In 1942 he became engaged in the farm insurance business in Fulton, which
he has continued for the past five years prior to returning to
this company.

Satisfactory
Service
Somebody yells, "Let's have a square dance!" Then the caller
mounts the platform and sings out, "Pick your partners, boys!''
And right now, you can pick your vegetable-growing partner,
too—Farmall Cub, Super-A, or C. Each trac-tor has a full line of
forward and rear-mounted, multiple-row planters and forwardmamted cultivators.—Three tractors and matched equipment for
each that are sized to fit any operation for the vegetable grower.
And take it from me, farming's a snap with hydraulic fingertip Farmall Touch-Control ... no more sweating and swmring
and aching backs!
And when you need parts and service, I'm always here.

You are always assured of satisfactory radio repair service
at minimum cost when you
let us do the work. Whether
it is a minor repair or a major
overhaul, let us service your
radio whenever it needs attention. Call 401.
Prompt attention!
PHONE 4-0-1

314 Walnut

Fulton

He extends a warm welcome to all of his friends to visit
him at his new location, and promises to all the best of service and satisfaction.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
Fulton

Fourth Street

CITY
Co.
PAUL MILLING IMP!0.6 Electric
Commercial Ave.
205

FULTON, KY.

DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS

•

LATHAM

Airs. Bell Blackard is confined
to her bed suffering from flu
and lumbago.
Miss Mary Baker, West Tennessee Supervisor, and Mrs. Joan Keadles, Weakley County suPhone 16
' pervisor. spent the day in our
school last Thursday. In the afWATER VALLEY, KY.
ternoon several patrons and PTA
members visited and enjoyed the
inspiring talk by Miss Baker on
"Home Community and School''
7.1=11110171111111114, Cooperation." She paid our come' munity and school many high
cornpliments.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lockridge
and Joyce Ann returned last
Friday from their vacation „to
various points, in Florida. They
reported a wonderful time.
(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)
Thomas Wray, an employee of
Stafford's Store, is nursing a
broken hand, the result of a
truck tire exploding.
Mrs. Fay Shanklin Call is recuperating nicely from a major
operation,in the Fulton Hospital
recently.
Joe Shanklin at U. T. Junior
College at Martin was in a hospital last Thursday taking treatment for diabetes.
Jim Wheeler remains about the
same.
Mrs. Ethel Taylor is vacationing in Florida.
Airs. Dorothy Brundige and
Suzanne spent the weekend in
By the Case
By ihe Bottle
Alton, Ill.
Mrs. Torn Griffith was absent
Owned and Operated
from church Sunday. She scalded
herself recently.
By RAY CLONTS
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Nanney anBar-B-Q by Leek Woods
nounce the arrival of a 7 pound
10 ounce girl born at the FulYour Patronage Will Be Appreciated
eon Hospital last Sunday, FebHOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
ruary 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Mack SimpPhone 9194
Depot Street
son announce the arrival of a I
8 pound girl born Sunday at the
iiiimmumnsmingoontnnrrvirny-rnmanc:::::
Fulton Hospital.

,..pick Your . ar netl

ed. He is in a hospital at Paducah.'
E.E. Brockman suffered a
painful hand injury Monday at
the home of Chester Wade near
Cayce. They were tearing down
an old building when a rusty
nail struck Brockman's hand and
going almost through his hand.
He was given a tetanus shot at
Bushart Hospital.

Open 24 Hours a Day
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Mary Melton spent Saturday and Mr. and Mrs.'Guthrie LuthHAVE YOU?
afternoon in Martin.
er were supper guests' of Mr. and Have you this day greeted
those
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bushing Mrs. Sidney Rose Saturday night, you
have met with a smile, one
and son visited Mr. and Mrs. NoMr. and Mrs Bill Matthew:, that shows you
are glad to have
ble Laird and son, Sunday.
and Larry attended the singing met them?
If any of you girls have to be at Hickman Sunday.
Have you found time to thank
alone at night and are afraid, 1„
Mr. and Mrs. Butch McClain those who have willingly
helped
know just the thing for you to and Micheal of St. Louis, Mo.,' you.
Originated in 1937
do. You can get Curtis to give spent the weekend with Mrs. McIf before Judging anyone have
you a few lessons in jiu-jitsu.
Clain's parents, Mr. and Mrs. You looked first through
the
Mary, I'm sorry, but I didn't Ben Bonds on East State Line.
windows of your own self.
"T" SECTION
at Haws Hospital. The proud know you were sick and missed
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Perry, Mr.
Have you given your own
Carrye Lee Etheridge
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. two days last week.
and Mrs. Henry Perry, Mrs. Ozie house a good cleaning
before
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Harris Parker McClure.
The girls of the fly sectioh and Perry, Jacky and Parnelia Mor- finding
cob-webs in the corner
were honored Thursday night,
Those who spent Sunday in the Bessie Gilbert surprised Gene gan all of Mayfield spent Sunday of•your neighbors
houses.
with a surprise household show- home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Jones Callis at rest period Monday, with Mr. and Mrs. Janws RobertCould it be possible.
er at their apartment at 816 were, Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Jack- February 21st with a little par- son and Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Have you a plot of ground
Fairview avenue. , Mrs. Wilma son and family, Mrs. Bill Jack- ty. The occasion was for his James. Mrs. James is quite ill.
where every fault of others you
Coleman and Mrs. Guy Harris son, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Jack- birthday which was Tuesday the
Millie, you will have to take find you take at once and
hur-.
22nd. He received a gift from your swimming lessons in some- ry.
were the hostesses. Games were son and son of Hickman.
enjoyed throughout the evening
Mrs. Perry, mother of Emma the girls and a beautiful cake thing larger than bowl. No wonHave you tried hard enough
with prize winners being Ray• Tarver, Audie Ellegood and Bes- from Bessie. Gene s mother, who der you nearly broke a leg.
to find something good in every
Madding
mond
and Glynn sie GLIbert is much better after came to work Monday, joined
Gertrude is you or is you not person.
the party.
Brooks. Delicious refreshments her recent illness.
my baby?
When you are angry about
The cake Bessie baked for
were served to the following:
James Weir of Amarillo, Tex.
Gus, who did you say had a something or at someone have
Miss Betty Oliver, Mrs. Thom- spent the weekend in the home Gene's birthday caused quite a light stroke?
you the good judgment to look
as Osteen. Miss Louise Bynum. of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ammons. sensation Monday. It really was
Mary Katherine, did you know at it from more than one side?
Mrs. Will Matthews, Miss Mary Mr. Weir is the brother of Mrs. good, Bessie, and I have several 'that Glenn ran off a bridge SunHave you ever looked in a
to back me up on that. Gene says day night?
Catherine Hale, Glynn Brooks, Ammons.
mirror and aalted Yourself
Mrs. Guy Harris, Doris Harris,
Eldred, you had better be care- he had to hide the rest of the
There are a couple of guys who
Do I see myself as others see
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Madding, ful when you go by the fly sec- cake from Raymond after he would like to know why a cer- me?
Mrs. Wilma Coleman, Joann Cole tion or you may get caught in had already had four pieces.
tain foreman has been so enticed
If we could I am sure most of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Inman visit- in the stop machines.
.man, Mrs. Wesley Richardson, one of Jean's traps.
us would be surprised.
Mr. and Mrs. Sonie Madding, Mr.
Garnette Brock‘vell spent the ed in Paducah laSt weekend
Leo, did you say those girls
and Mrs. John Adkins, Mrs. Ben weekend with her parents, Mr. with Mrs. Inman's brother who were on probation instead of proNorman, Mr. and Mrs. Pierce and Mrs Claude Brockwell of had a heart attack Friday night. bition?
Walker, Mrs. Raymond Wallace Route 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Johnson
Mrs. Carey Frields, Cor.
"B" SECTION
Mrs. Effie Clark, her daughand daughter spent Sunday with
and Gary, Mrs. Thomas Fortner;
Grant Bynum is a victim of a
Martha Luther
Mrs. Eunice -Walker, Mrs. Ray- ter EvelYn and her mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner.
W. L. Rowland is visiting his
mond Pewitt, Miss Shirley Bone, Davis spent Saturday afternoon
Martha Grimes has returned to deep cold and is thus indisposed.
Some necessary repairs are beson, Virgil Rowland and family. work after being ill with flu.
Those who sent gifts but were in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Vaughn and
unable to attend were: Mrs.
Esther Fer erson and Pa line ing made on lines running out
Mrs. Bernice Hawkins was
from Dukedom. Exchange Co.
Margaret Crane, Pat Crane, Mr.
thle bedside of her Betty Jo, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Un- Yates have departed with a few Number
59 and 66, through the
and Mrs. James Adams - and Ju- mother, Mrs. Dave Stubblefield, derwood and children were Sun- of their food choppers.
dy. Mrs. M. J. Tyson, Tommie who is a patient in a Murray day guests of Mr. and Mrs. HalI overheard Jewel Buck trying alcClain bottom and on into the
Donoho
settlement.
New
poles
Gidson, Alice Hicks, Dorothy hospital. Mrs Stubblefield has bert Hannings and children of to get some of the girls to kiss
t ,
11
h
her. I never found out why. Is it -11 b
Flemming, Mr. and Mrs.
been seriously ill, but she is Martin.
hung
to
better
the
service
to all
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Parm and that bad Jev;e1?
Harris, Bessie • Gilbert,
Mrs. greatly improved now.
farmers
and
stock
live
dealers.
Fredah Culpepper, Aubrey AldRev. and Mrs. McMinn of FulMrs. Thomas Perry. sister-in- son of . Martin visited Mr. arid
ridge, Mrs. Myrtle Windsor, Mr:. law of Emma Tarver, Bessie Gil- Mrs. Jack Underwood and fami- ton spent Sunday afternoon with Telephone service to these peoMr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland of ple is a needed assest keeping
Eugene Glasco. Pearl Glasco, No- bert and Addie Ellegood, is im- ly Sunday afternoon.
in touch with farm prices, their
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Nall of , Pilot Oak.
vella Bannon. Georgie Neely, and proving after a recent operation
.
Y P Y
Sikeston. Mo., and Mr. and Mrs.1 Mr. and Mrs. Denver Wheatly
Miss Ambra McAlister. After re- at Haws Hospital.
Work
began
immediately after
Albert
Nall
of
Clinton
were and daughter of Paducah were
freshments vvere served the couRuenelta Hopkins and her
ple opened their many lovely mother, Mrs. Fred Hopkins, hon- Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs., Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and an assemble of men in a called
Mrs. Kirby Hood and family of meeting and with full co-operagifts.
ored Mr. Hopkins with a birth- Willie Greer.
tion of the line's president it is
Mrs. Ruth Strayhorn spent the , Riceville.
Jean Williams missed a few day dinner Sunday February 20.
days last v.-eek because of ill- Those present were Mr. and Mrs. weekend with her sister, Mrs..I Mr. and Mrs. Odis Harrison, hoped to have the work completJames Gilbert, Frances Under- ed long before the rush of spring
ness.
J. C. Walker and children, Mr. Ewen Rowland of Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Sanderslwood, Forrest Gilbert, and Marie farm work.
Luther Weaver, husband
of and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt, Jr., Mrs.
Mrs. Covene Hastings left for
Annabelle Weaver, underwent an W. G. Waller and children, Mrs. spent Sunday afternoon with Moore were supper guests of Mr.
appendectomy at the Fulton hos- Troy Hanners and son, Mrs. M.C. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sanders and !and Mrs. George Weaver Satur- home in Detroit after visiting
here some ten days with relaMichael of Union City.
!day night.
pital last week.
Hopkins and Glenn Puckett.
Mrs. Pete Pirnalton visited
M. and Mrs. W. A. Crittenden tives.
Thomas Gibson was honored
Maggie, I'm sorry I gave James
Mrs. Roy Puckett was hostess
on her birthday February 17th Russell to Mr. and Mrs. Coy Mrs. Nannie Trevathan Wednes- and daughter of Pilot Oak were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. to a pink and blue shower the
at noon with a dinner given by Laird in last week's issue, but day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Burns en- Raymond Wallace and Gary Sat- past Tuesday afternoon at her
several of the girls of her sec- after all I gave you their son,
home for her sister-in-law, Mrs.
tertained with a lovely supper urday night.
tion.
Ralph Milton.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthews Arlie Marr. Many ladies gatherMichael Wayne, you sure made
Mrs. Toni Chappel of Sikeston. last Wednesday night. Their
with nice and attractive gifts
your grandparents happy when alp., spent the weekend with her guest list included Mr. and Mrs. and daughter Nancy spent Sun- ed
Harold Wells and family of day with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence to be presented Mrs. Marr. Some
you arrived Friday, February 18 sister, Mrs. Wiley Odell.
interesting games and contests
Wood River. 111 M r. and M rs Matthe w and fam y near
c- were held during the
social hour.
Kenneth Brewington and fami- Connell
'ly of Fulton and Mrs. K. H.
Bennie Cherry spent the week- A party plate with coke-colas
Brewington also of Fulton They end with Miss Sammie Douthitt were served 1)v the hostess.
evening was spent playing cards. of 'Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Colley of
Mrs. Lila George spent SaturMayfield spent Sunday evening day shopping in Union City.
with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond WalMiss Lydia Payne spent the
lace and Gary.
weekend in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Campbell attended the Obion County
Mary Nell Page
basketball
tournament
last
Mr.
and
Mrs. C. D. Green
Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Wilbanks spent Wednesday nig'nt of last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Taylor.
At a meeting' of the VFW
Tuesday night of last week. Rex
Ruddie was appointed as one of
the parade committee for the
Army Day celebration April 6th.
Duncan Alexander attended
the basketball games at Obion,
Tenn., Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smith of
Cape Giradeau, Mo., and Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Green spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Taylor.

itexiid ?lost
HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Born to Mr. and Mrs. John on Okinawa and served with the
Mac Simpson a fine young miss Marines before the Guadalcanal
the past Sunday night at Fulton campaign. Full military services
hospital. It is their first born. will be announced later.
Mrs. Simpson is the former Dorthea Cunningham. Congratulations are in order.
Mrs. Lou Phillips has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
children of Paducah spent Sun- to her home in Mayfield after a
day here with parents, Mr. and visit to Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Boulton.
Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Boulton
Union School District No. 1
have returned from a busineaS
conbined with 4-H club members
trip to San Benito, Texas.
gave a bingo party and, hamburgLittle Miss Nancy Dame is
er supper at the school building
visiting her grandparents in DuSaturday night to a fine audrant, Miss.
ience. Net proceeds were neat
Mrs. C. H. McDaniels and
from all sales. The union 4-H daughter,
Susan, le* Monday
club gave away a nice woolen for
a weeks visit with her mothblanket by selling tickets. Mrs.
er in Racine, Wis.
Thurmond Rickman drew the
Friends of Rev. E. M. Oakes of
blanket.
Harrisburg. Ill., former pastor of
Mrs. Raymond Cherry is able the First Christian Church of
to be up some since she returned 'Fulton have eceived word that
home and is doing nicely.
he undewent a major operation
Fred McCoy Jr., left for Mem- Thursday in Barnes Hospital in
phiN the past week for employ- St. Louis, Mo.
ment. Mrs. McCoy and children
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mazey of
remained here with parents, Mr. Detroit who have been the
and Mrs. J. Clyde Johnson.
guests of her mother, Mrs. Will
The body of Pfc. Gene Murphy McDade and Mr. McDade East
Page will arrive soon to the par- of town left Sunday for Daytona
ents of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Page, Beach, Fla. They were accomDukedom. Pfc. Page lost his life panied by Mr. and Mrs. McDade.

PERSONALS

IT'S THE CHICK NEWS OF THE YEAR!
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Mrs. Ancie Yates, Miss Maggie
Yates, 011ie Yates, Gene Yates,
Carolyn Workman and
Jcy
Smith were Sunday visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle
vvere supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Holland of Water Valley Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu
visited the former's mother aril
father, Deir. and Mrs. Earnest LeCornu.

B.F.Goodrich

DEFIANCE

Here's low cost mileage for you! Now — you can get a
tough, dependable B.F.Goodrich Defiance at rock bottom
prices. It's a quality tire that'll give you long,safe mileage,
quick stops--and the heavy duty breaker strip means extra
bruise protection,too. It all adds up to a VALUE you won't
want to miss. Buy today — sale lasts ten days only.

EVERY

B.F.Goodzich
TIRE
carries a
lifetime
guarantee

Extra Liberal Trade-In Allowance
on B. F. Goodrich Silvertowits
You can ride on top quality B.F.Goodrich
1.50 DOWN
Silvertowns for less than you think! Talce advantage of our liberal trade-in allowance— 1.25 A WEEK
trade your used tires now for a set of SilverPuts a 6.00-16
towns. You'll be money and miles ahead.
Silvertown ea Your Car

CITY ELECTRIC & TIRE COMPANY
205 COMMERCIAL AVE.

FULTON

Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wray
complimented their daughter,
Martha Sue on her ninth birthday Saturday with a party at
their home near Water Valley.
Martha Sue received many
nice gifts. The guests were served cake and ice cream. Those
present were Drucila Cathey,
Dorothy Lawrence, Fay Wray,
Dona Boyd, Janice Boyd, Billy
Wiggins and Ray Lamb.
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Yea. Purina Research has done it
again. In Research tests. chicks $111:•:6"
%-..e.,1)
grew 12% faster on NEW Stamina
j•-so
!. •
Checker Etts than on 1948 Start.
INA
ill
*nu mash — which was the BEST
ti tillCK 0,
Purina EVER made for lila cmd
growth. Be sure to start your _...4% SMITH* iIg
chicks this year on Purina Start- "'IVO Is .
1.110e.
ena Checker Etts — the best over!
4611,41iesi,.0
YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
Custom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620
•• 01,••• •11111111•11111111111111

FISH
And Oysters, Daily

BELL'S MARKET
1'27 4th St.
1Pbone 1381i
''.
--0 -110111111Minl

•

Come in and see it today.
Ask for a demonstration
H•re's the revolutionary Hotpoint Automatic Range with pushbutton controls
and "talking colors" — sensational new
feanues that bring you new ease, speed,
accuracy and convenience ... plus striking new kitchen beauty.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lockhart
of New Orleans, La., were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins
and Mary Nell Page from Saturday . until Monday. Mr. Lock•
hart is a grandson of Mr. Hawkins and this was their first
meeting in twenty years.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ruddle
have moved to 202 Oak street.

FRESH

••••••
""'"- ••••%•"
„or

Just select the cooking spited you want—then press
the button. That's all you hove to do. Presto, You
get accurate, measured heat. Caioriscl ligles show you
what units ar• on — cod the exact cooking woods.

Pushbutton Cooki n g! No other
range offers more
—you'll never be
satisfied with one
that offers less.
Come in—see for
yourself why.. .

Hotpoint Ranges
up from

169"

Everybody's Pointing To Hotpoint!

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 201
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Shop we always enAt the Love Beauty
ers the kind of beaudeavor to give our custom
y like; that's why so
ty tieatment that the
again and again. Why
many of them come back
time?
don't YOU try us next

0, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25
Show Times: Sunday, 2:3
7:15, 9:25
Monday and Tuesday: 2:40,

The Stf•angestikvil

South Sea Weather is
warm, and its natives
uncivilized, the same
is worn throughoi:t the
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ROBERTS STORE

• Osvoo

Phone 1235

506 Arch Street

Because
always
mostly
clothing
year!

of every 100
HERE IN THE U.S., 92 out
themselves the
women SEW . . . and make
is national
best-dressed in the world. This
now and seSEW AND SAVE week ; come in
array of
lect your fabrics from our choice
gabardines,
spring wool gabardines, iayon
ons.
printed washed silks and spring cott

WHO EVER LOVED A WOMAN ...
OR RAN A SHIP INTO ITS GRAVE!

LOVE BEAUTY SHOPPE
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BAMBOO, which often grows
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building purposes, pipes

A flashing lin2te against
the villain of the depths!

weaving. The young shoots
some varietie% are edible.
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are apt to disWhile we don t believe you
teN, we do think
cover any pearls in our oys
l enough to come
you will like our food wel
regular customer.
back again and again as a
open horn 5 a.m.
Stop in at any hour; we're
to midnight. ,

ceries
Here at BUGG'S, our meats and gro
grocery
are the CHOICE selections of the
an extratrade.. When you are looking for
good steak cut next time, try us!

The penalty for Inolest,ng a
gd1 of the Gdbert Islands'

H. H. BUGG

Wddsavseeryasmen battles
man in bicAitty frock. alit

WICK'S STEAKS
e)
(Formerly the Steak Hous

Walnut Strcet

• •!--

Fulton

428 Lake Street

•

of

Phones 111-112
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THE ORCHID of the tropi
y
grows abundantly and in man
very
beautiful colors, although
hysly v to mature. This flower
tibridizes easily and many beau
.
ful varieties have been produced

flowers from
Our business is to bring you
. We always
all climates ... for all occasions
sick, corhave beautiful potted plants for the
ces for ensages for festive events, centerpie
tertaining. "Say it with Flowers!"
.••••
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,KILLEBREW'S
_Flowers and Gifts

Commercial Avenue

Phones 53, 508
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ADELE MARA • LUTHER ADLER
GIG YOUNG •• GRAN
T WITHERS • HENRY DANIELL

and EDUARD FRANZ
SEAS:
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FASCINATING SCIENCE
from
QUININE, which comes
been
Peruvian Bark, had long
re it
known to the Indians befo
.
cured a Countess of fever in 1638
It was carried by Priests throughout Europe as a medicine in the
fifteenth century.
*
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inModern-Day medicines, of which many
are
gredients come from tropical climates,
ct precarefully ,compounded by us into exa
ng your
scriptions ordered by your doctor. Bri
represcriptions to us for prompt service and
liable filling.

OWL DRUG STORE
436 Lake Street

Phone 460
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FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
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St. Extension
Located near the viaduct, Lake
Fulton, Kentucky
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We Buy Cream

!
.. at highest prevailing prices

Bring your /cream to

MILTON TUCKER (REAM STATION
111 E. State Line

Phone 62
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FAS:

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

REDUCED!ED
WE ARE OVERSTOCK
DE LUXE BREAKFAST SET
Beautiful, lifetime table with double tubular steel legs and inlaid
linoleum top. Four matching tubular metal chairs with spring-steel
Regular $84.95
seats and backs.
value, reduced to . . ......

Roundhouse
Round-Up
By Alice Clark
041•••••••••••••••••••444.4

.112

SEAs:

:ension

Mrs. Porter Twigg has returned home after a two weeks visit
to her brother in Detroit. While
in Detroit she attended the Sonji Henie lee Follies.
Mrs. John Dudley and children have returned to their
home in Fairhope, Ala. after a
visit with the J. W. Colemans.
Mrs. W. B. Byrd and Mrs.
Gertrude Austin have returned
to their home in Memphis after
a visit with the J W. Colemans.
Mr. and Mrs. Cs. B. Jones Jr..
and young daughter are busy
getting their bags packed for a
visit to New Orleans to attend
the Mardi Gras. .
Let's don't. forget_ that Friday
night is Service Club night and
we will have Buck Cursey, Beverly Cursey, Jean Hyland and
Winky Voegeli to entertain you.
Bingo will be played, refreshments will be served and the admission is your smiling face, so
let's all come out for an evening
of googl clean fun.
We are glad to hear that M:s.
G. A. Thomas is getting along
nicely zit her home on Third
street.
Miss Eddie Katherine Matloc::.
young (laughter of General Foreman and Mrs. M. M. Matlock
was carried home Monday from
the Fulton Hospital where she
underwent an operation. She is
getting along nicely.
A. G. Kann was in Fulton Monday enroute to Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coleman
met friends in Jackson, Tenn..
Monday night and motored to
Memphis and spent Tuesday
with friends there.
G. A. Thomas spent Tuesday
in Jackson visiting friends.
Mr. Hurd out of Chicago was
in Fulton Monday inspecting the
Roundhouse.
H. P. Devoll was in Fulton
the
inspected
and
Monday
Roundhouse.

serving decanter and electric stove
Cory on the brewer means perfection,in the cup

Regularly $29.95

TUBULAR STEEL BREAKFAST SET
Porcelain-top table w ith drawer and
pull-out extensions that will seat
six in comfort. Matching wood
chairs nith upholstered seats.
Regular $74.50 value, reduced to

NOW REDUCED TO $22.50

5595
ENAMELED BREAKFAST SET
Enameled -.vood table with extension leaf; four naatching v..00d chairs
with leatherette upholstered seats.
Regular $29.95 value redduced to

Receptacle covering with rubberedged top, in white enamel with
deordorant inside lid. Inner pail of
heavy metal, with handle. Extra
large size, Regular $4.95 value,
reduced to ,

:•rn
ECKO AND WEAREVER PRESSURE **,'

Cookers

9

KITCHEN TABLE

chrome legs, drawer, Regular

$15.95 AND $11.95

DISH SETS
REDUCED

$11.25

Plain wrapwar facts ontleatnem. Come in,
obligation.
perphone, or mail coupon.
N.
.
Gearseta:y
.
t
.
grid nessisre
PONIMOST ON11-11011T
MARINO AID

Four handy canisters with lids for
kitchen use. Regular $1.29 value;

Reduced to 98c
CHICICEN FRYER
Large, deep, heavy gauge WEAREVER aluminum chicken fryer and
hitch oven; steam vent ira top.

$4.95

O. A. ROLAND

BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.

KITCHEN CLOCK.S

Beltone Bearing Service
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
‘ts

" ft
FL

Address

Charming "Teapot" design by Sessions; electric.

tat est= II

ow le Oversews IL

I

$3.95

We also handle salt and pepper shakers,sugar bowls,
odd cups and saucers, cream pitchers and almost
anything you desire in the way of kitchen equipment.See us before you buy...see our large, moderately-priced stocks.

$10.95

o full length doors! Five
shelves offering lots of storage
room! Finished in gleanaing white
enamel, with chrome fittings!
Regular prices, $21.95; reduced

CANISTER SET

White-and-Blue porcelain PERCOLATORS AND
TEA KETTLES 20 PERCENT OFF.

WE HAVE ALL KINDS,PATTERNS AND SIZES
OF PLATTERS.

514.00 value, reduced to . . .

UTILITY CABINETS

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
8-cup electric percolator; aluminum finish, guaranteed one year, complete with cord
7-cup "Universal" chrome electric percoiator, com$16.95
plete with cord
8-cup "Duraware" chrome electric percolator,
$9.95
with cord

White porcelain .top, tubular

Regular Price $12.95
Now Reduced To

3
=XL-1=.

FREE

50

•,-

56-PIECE SET
Floral pattern breakfast set: complete service for eight persons.
Regular price $22.95 reduced 25
percent to:

-with far
& Here'', new hearing clarity
And
more sound intensity than before!
--millions
comfort
wholly new hearing
turned way
own now hear with power
sounds.
down. No buzzing, no hollow lifelike
of
standard
Belton* eats new
hearing.
amazing postGet fres booklet of

2495

HEAVY ENAMELED GARBAGE PAILS

'H SEAS:

TION

Serves 16 cups of piping-hot, delicious coffee! See how the
modem design of the Cory Buffet Queen means new charm anti
convenience for every guest occasion. The chromium electric stove
brews f-ast, then keeps coffee at just-right serving temperature_
Complete with famous Cory all-glass coffee brewer, an extra

6375

,
*•,04T SHourl
•
-v-

price!

CORY COFFEE MAKER

211?-gle. ••• FULTON,K Y. •••
6

5l9-32.3 WALNUT ST....

••••••••••••••

?Ties
wery
Ktra-

Reduced!

Lif1111NITlifit co.

LTO N

Because of its importance to
agriculture and the strong Ipelief' Farm Bureau members h Vi•
evidenced in the proposal, J. E.
Stanford, Louisville, executivt,1
secretary of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation,., has issued
the following prepared statement:
"The Kentucky Farm Bureald
Federation has received several ,
inquiries recently in regard to
its positio/1 on the appropriation
bill now in Congress providing
for construction by TVA of
steam generating plant in New
Johnsonville,. Tenn. When
measure v.,as before the ROtai
Congress our organization vigorWe see no
ously supported
reason for changing our position.
To the contrary, we see every
'good reason for supporting it even more stoutly than before.
"It is realized that there can;
not be a full utilization of the
power potential at Kentucky
Dam unless tlie proposed Netv
Johnsonville steam plant is constructed. This is tremendously
important to the further industrial and agricultural development of the Kentucky Dam area,
as it is our understanding that
TVA has allocated all the electricity' that can be produced at
Kentucky Dam under present
conditions.''

53-PIECE SET
White embossed pattern breakfast set; complete service for 8
persons. Regular $22.95; Reducwi
25 percent to
$14.95
32-PIECE SET •
Charming pattern in (mine!
dishes; complete service for six
persons. OUR SPECIAL:
$8.95
18-PIECE SET
A good, serviceable set; complete
breakfast service for four. OUR
SPECIAL PRICE
$3.95

24-HOUR
'
SAFE
KITCHEN '

RADIO

Here is a medium-size, roomy
kitchen utility cabinet with two
glass doors at top, fUll-width
drawer across the middle, and
two large storage compartments
underneath. Regular $29.95 value, REDUCED TO

$19.95
CORNER CABINET
Priangular cabinet nicely finished in white enamel; large enough
for lots of handy storage, Regular $31.50 value,

REPAIR
SERVICE
We carry a complete stock of parts and tubes
for all makes and models, and we repair all
makes and models-24 Hour Service.
Pickup and Delivery

Reduced to $23.75

THE LATEST PHONOGR.PH

*COOgal
#14Roof
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
1. A Little Bird
Told me
2. Far Away Places
3. Powder Your Face
With Sunshine
4. Lavender Blue
(Dilly Dilly)
5. I've got my love
to keep me warm.

6. Buttons and Bows
7. Galway Bay
8. So Tired
9.-trUising down the
River.
10. On a slow boat to
China

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records).

Cablorto
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AROUND
SOUTH FULTON
By Barbara Roberts
Miss Betty Foster became the
bride of Billy Stinnet Monday
4sight, February 21. 13etty was a
•very popular member Of the sop..hornore class.
The Seniors have ordered two
different copies of play books
from which they will select their
play. It is rumored the name of
.st will be "Family Reunion."
Hats off to Joan Roach and
Herbert Eudy. They were chosen
•rty all the Obion County coaches
Obion County All Stars. Joan
ix a member of the senior class
And Herbert is a jurpor.
A puppet show sponsored by
the Southern School Assembly
auditorium
was given in the
'Tuesday. It was very interesting
and quite comical.
The Devilettes didn't have to
=come to school Wednesday until
10 o'clock. They received this
loken of appreciation from the
,t.tvach because they were victorDUS over Troy in the tournament
aluesday night in Union City. The
Anal score of the game was 40-

left hand too. Congratulatiotis
Duncan.
A few seniors will present a
program on Citizenship to the
P.-T.A. in March. The same program was given by them in Union City last November for the
county P.-T.A. Those participating are Joan Roach, Ann Roper,
Ann Speight, Marty Ann Dobbs,
Billy Joe Witherspoon Wesley
Burcham, and Mildred Elliott,
acting chairman.

were Sunday everting guests ot
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Grable and
children of Cayce and attended
church there Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry flicks and
son, Johnnie of Fulton were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Vance Hicks and daughter, Edna
Virginia.
Joy Taylor was on the sick list
this past week.

WEST STATE LINE

By Matilda Allen
MRS. BAGSBY HOSTESS
TO TOILER CLUB
The Toiler Club met with Mrs.
Bagsby at her home on McCall
'ext. The meeting was called to
,order by the president. Opening
song was lead by Mrs. Bagsby
and the prayer was given by'
Mrs. Cavitt. The meeting was
:then opened and ready for bust-

Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
Mr. and Mvs. John Mooney
of Mayfield were Sunday afternoon visitors in this community.
Mrs. Leon Moore is very sick
with appendicitis at her home
on the Middle Road.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
Cayce and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Latham of Fulton were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Grissom.
Alvin Sisson is suffering from
a severe cold this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Doughty
of Mayfield visited her mother,
Mrs. Lula Connor' who is very
ill at her home in Crutchfield.
There will be cottage prayer
meeting Friday night at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Phillips on the Middle Road near
Louise Duncan is flashing a Palestine church.
%beautiful diamond ring on her
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom

PRICES
are going

DOWN
—Get ours before you buy!
ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEEDS
CLOVERS: White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
Sweet, Kobe, Korean, Jap and Seresa
GRASSES: Blue Grass, Red Top, Timothy,
Rye, Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
Alfalfa - Soy Beans - Hybrid Seed Corn
Edw. J. Funks and Funks "G."

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
Fertilizers
Metal Galvanized Roofing
ALL KINDS OF WIRE FENCING
Come in now and get the details of
OUR BIG FREE OFFER:
WE GRIND AND MIX YOUR OWN FEEDS
We have supplement to mix with your feed.

A* C.BUTTS & SONS
GRACE:NES — FEEDS — SEEDS
Phones 602 - 603
403 E. State Line

Folks! There ain't nuthin' like that
rich, mellow flavor of famous
KRAFT VELVEETA. Um-m=m!

LENTEN TEA CALENDAR
OF HOSTESSES
Mrs. John E. Allen, March 6.
- Mrs. H. B. Vanderford, March
13.
Mrs. Guess Holdness,
March
20.
Mrs. H. O. Vick, March 27.
Mrs. O. Chambers, April 3.
Mrs. A. Z. Tucker, April 10.
Hours: 4 to 6.
These teas are sponsored by
the Toiler Club of the AME
church and the public is invited
to attend. Silver offering.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Christ Jesus" is the subject
of the Lesson-Sermon which will
be read in all Christian Science
churches throug'nout the world
on Sunday, February 27, 1949
The Golden Text is : "Ttiere
shall come forth a rod out of
the stem of Jesse, and a Branch
shall grow out of his roots."
(Ist. 11:1).
Among the citations
which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"Then said Jesus unto them again, Verily, verily, I say unto
you, I am the door of the sheep
. I am the door: by me if any
man enter in, he shall be saved,
and shall go in and out, and find
pasture." (John 10:7,9.)
All are welcome to our serviceS.
Mrs. Jones is the former Virginia Jackson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Jacicson.

Rubber stamps? Wedding i
tion.s? Ledger sheets?
paper?
Personal
static
We're as near as your phoni
470, "The printing numbe

ketikess Stmeighteoot IliC;;WW1 yew
.
Vivi will. ie
Vemovie.
Kwarp. legoowww for botloy

COLORED NEWS

The minutes of the last meeting were read and adopted. After a short business session was
conducted the president turned
the meeting over to the program
chairman, Mrs. Allen who in
turn presented Mrs. H.. B. Vanderford.
Mrs. Vanderford gave a very
review on
interesting
book
George Washington. After this
Miss E. R. Maddox, a senior of
Mile High School in Union City,
gave a talk on National Negro
Week which was from Feb. t;
,through 13.
The meeting was dismissed by
Mary U. Maddox.
The hostess served deliciou
cherry pie and coffee.

NEED Eh:GRAVIN

Volume
_ Eightef

Z-LB.

Al Jolson made his
first big hit as a minstrel man. Today, his
album of old tunes,
including "April
Showers," "Mammy," Swanee," has
sold one million
copies.

VELVEETA

.1

LOAF

—

1-LB.

PARKAY

CTN.

31
'

Kraft 51argarine
2-LB.

CHEESE FOOD

LOAF

73
'

Wisconsin Windsor Club

EATMORE

er

.
L ('TN.

Kroger Margarine

45
'

•

KROGER EGGS
57c
U. S. Govt. Grade 'A'
Large

t

z•

it's Kroger for Setter Value off all liour lavorite Advertised &aids
46-0Z.

PINEAPPLE JUICE

39
' ORANGE JUICE

c:,_
"

Kroger

CAN

15
'

Ki otter
ti) NO. 2

NO 2,2

PEACHES

28
' GREEN BEANS

CAN

Avondale Sliced or Halves

L CAN

Avondale cut

31
'

-14 •
NO. 2

ASPARAGUS

Nell:

33
' LIMA BEANS

Stokely's

CAN

25
'

Standard Green and White
NO. 2

32 02

PRESERVES

35
' BLACKEYE PEAS

JAR

2

CAN

2

TALL

J

CANS

29
'

Standard

Embassy Peach
25-LB. t

KROGER FLOUR

4 .95

BAG

MILK

EVAP

37
'

Kroger

Plain or Self Rising

16 OZ

PKG.

19'

PINEAPPLE FINGERS

SALAD DRESSSING

JAR

31
'

Kroger

Kroger

1-LB.

16-0Z.

WHOLE WHEAT

' BLAC,KEYE PEAS
15

LOAF

PKG.

14
'

EA.

FUDGE LAYER CAKE

2

S SALT
'
57
' MORTON

Kroger Cocanut Marshmallows

P"

17
'

Free or Iodized
lAi

Fl

MIRACLE WHIP

30
'

33
' HI HO CRACKERS

Salad Drrssing

Sunshine

krogataCtit Aleef,,More Aleat„Cess Rome 4 Waste
Enjoy better beef — better value.
Kroger-Cut Beef is the top U.S.
Grodes of finest grain-fattened cattle. The Kroger method of cutting,
removes excess bone and waste before the meat is weighed and

'lb. 59c

RIB ROAST
u. S. Graded Good

priced. Short ribs are cut from sib
roasts . . . long ends are cut oa
steaks ... you get more, good toed
for your money. Alwcrys buy Kropp*
Cut Beef.

SIRLOIN STEAK
u. S. Graded Good

lb. 79c

PORK ROAST

lb. 49c
lb. 49c

SLICED BACON
Cudahy's Wicklow

BALDRIDGE'S

2 lbs. 69c

PORK SAUSAGE

+N.

Armour Star
•t

SKINLESS FRANKS 1-lb pkg 53c
King Cotton

LEG O'LAMB
cr
."

lb. 69c

spring

11111.

lb. 25c

SALT MEAT

5, 10 AND 25c STORE

Streak O'Lean

•

Better Values in Fruits and Vegetables

(320 Lake Street)
TIDE

8

ORANGES

Post War Washing Powder

LB. MESH
BAG

45
'

Seedless Florida Valencias

Lge. Pkg. 29c

LB. PECK
t

POTATOES

1.0

Lw

Aflusdred Slows:
A Thousand Head

KRAFT BAG U7

S. No 1 Washed Red Triumphs

RINSO

10-0Z.

CAULIFLOWER

Lge. Pkg. 29c

PKG.

25
'

TOMATOES

LIFEBUOY
2 Bath Bars 25(

Fancy Red Rine Slicing Quality

4

ONIONS

out for your shopping convenience.

LAVA SOAP
2 Bar 19(

,

ONION SETS
easse in and dee ndl

LUX TOILET SOAP

25
'

In 1948, Kroger repreaentativeis
attended more than 1.00 4-FI and
F. F. A. Shows and Sales, and
purchased more than 1000 head
of livestock. We believe in and
sales to encourage
support
'
$4.69 the farmthese
SEED POTATOES
boys and girls who
State Cert. Red River Valley. U. S. No. 1 Red.v
will become tomorrow's food
producers
U. S. No. 1 Selected Vella

During the past several months, we have spared neither effort nor expense in trying to make this store modern through-

4
,
11.4.4.•11.1.644.++.4,...4,11.6

Fulton's own Marshall
ander Post No.
of the A
can Legion has received nal
recognition in this month
sue of the American Legion
azine.
It seems that our recent
about . Chaplain Robert J. I
and his cheer-up and get
visits to local hospital pat
was sent in ,to the
inagaztne
they promptly pointed oul
Nplendid -groject of the Fi
Post to tir rest of their ten
holt readers around the cou
We again add our congra
tions to the Legionnaires
their splendid Chaplain for
good work- and for its nat.
recognition.

Army Day is,filling
Nev.'s columns these days
exactly what is intended. Ar
er feature of this early Si
celebration is the announce!
made today that Zeke Ma
that impressario of song
forming on Station WENK
been engaged to do a broad
from Fulton on April 6 I
11:30 pm to 12:30 pm. At 10:0
clock a.m. on the same day
will perform on the bands.
on Lake Street and well in
vance of the actual day he
"plug" the Army Day celebrai
That's publicity in its best f
and our hats are off to the Ni
boys for doing a well-organ
job.

Globe

'
2
25
'

Selected Small Size Yellow
ONION

'
1 Reg Bar 17

CABEtAGE plants 2 bchs. 29c2
Fresh Selected Hardy Plants

PLANTS

Interested conservationists
again reminded of the rneetin
the Woman's Club on Mon
featuring the celebrated E
Larsen. who will give an
thusiastic talk on conserve
at the club at 7:45 p.m. A si
invitation is issued to cm.
giOups to attend the meetin

Girl Scouts will help their I
ther scouts in staging the
gentle Scout Circus planned
June. At a meeting of the
scout mothers Louts Weeks
klbert Johrts presented the
and was accepted by the lead

When this paper reaches
Norman Terry's they will hay,
bout 72 hours before their a
ious moments will be over, fo
that time the Gerrishes
v
their interesting children will
rive in New Orleans after spe
ing two and one-half years
Japan. Mrs. Gerrish is the fo
er Charlotte Terry and tti
Norman says that he is mig)
anxious to see them it is It
Terry who is counting every t
ond until that time.
Welcome home Charlotte, Ri
ard. and Susan, Dexter and I
17.

The members of the Seven
day Adventist Church here tu
received word from the past
Elder Loyd C. Strickland whc
in Nashville attending the Mir
terial Convention for Kentuc
an 1 Tennessee, that he has
ceived his new RCA "400" sou
projector, and that he had
cured the film "The Birth
a New World." This picture is
color and is a sound film.
You have a cordial invitation
see this film at the Seventh-D
Adventist Church, Ill Jeffers
street, Fulton„Saturday evenii
March 5 at 7:30.

29
'

Fresh Fancy Washed-Pre-Pack Pan Ready
TUBE

There will be favors for the children and
many "Specials" for the adults.

-eater

Kr Ner Bread

Otle,eafriA7 4frtivattfricemeptt

We cordially invite all our friends and customers to
ihe opening of our new store on this date.

AtAt
'

s) 1- LB.

I.ean. Meaty—Practically Boneless

Wednesday,Mar.2,1949

1.••••••11
44.4.4.11.•••••••

Kraft Cheese Food

R"lls. 25

V

)( 1 I
)

With the Fulton Rotary CI
celebrating its silver anniversa
next week, perhaps you ha
wondered how the organizati
ever happened to select
name "Rotary."
It seems that the first Rota
Club in the wOrld was organiz
1 in Chicago by a young lawy
named Paul Harris, who gathi
ed together in a spirit of frien
ship a group of men, each
whom was engaged in a cliff(
ent form of service to the MI
lic. At first the members of t
new club did not meet at lunc
eon, but met in rotation at
various places of business of
members, hence the name "11.
tary."
The Club's basic ideal w
"service" . . . thoughtfulness c
and helpfulness to others, ar
this nought still is its guidir
Inotiv;.

ew Printing Press
eeder At News Office

